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ABSTRACT

Individual isolates of the fungus Nectria haematococca exist in a wide range of
habitats and part of this diversity is attributed to the presence of conditionally dispensable
(CD) chromosomes that carry habitat-defining genes. In the current study a new factor
located on one of these CD chromosomes was found. This trait allows pea pathogenic
isolates of N. haematococca to grow in homoserine, a compound present in large
amounts on pea root exudates. The gene(s) for homoserine utilization (HUT) are located
on the same CD chromosome that carries the cluster of genes for pea pathogenicity, the
PEP cluster. The PDA1 gene, a member of the PEP cluster, is routinely used as a marker
for the presence of this CD chromosome, therefore it has been called the PDA1-CD
chromosome. For the purpose of identifying the HUT gene(s), a physical map of the
PDA1-CD chromosome was constructed.  This map, in combination with synteny
analysis, and Southern hybridizations led to the identification of a region of 365Kb that is
likely to contain the HUT gene. By searching the publicly available genome of N.
haematococca several candidates for HUT were identified.

The synteny evaluation between the PDA1-CD chromosome and a different CD
chromosome that carries the MAK1 gene, for chickpea pathogenicity, revealed a region (>
463Kb) of synteny, which advocates for a common ancestor for these CD chromosomes.
However a large region (~ 1 Mb) in each of the CD chromosomes was found to carry
unique DNA, therefore we proposed that individual isolates of this fungus contain large
regions of unique DNA located on the CD chromosomes. The localization of syntenic
regions also suggests that breakage points previous identified in the MAK1-CD
chromosome could potentially be “hot spots” for recombination between both CD
chromosomes. Furthermore, the anchoring of the PDA1-CD map to the genome of N.
haematococca allowed the identification of additional putative habitat colonization genes
present on both CD chromosomes, and niche-defining genes on the PDA1-CD
chromosome.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Background

Plants are constantly challenged by microorganisms, however most microbes are

not able to cause disease due to the plants’ abilities to defend themselves.  Many more

fungal species than bacterial species cause plant diseases, and fungi are responsible for

most economic losses in agriculture (Kendrick 2000, Agrios, 1998). About 60% of all

plant diseases are caused by fungal pathogens (Kendrick 2000), however, most fungi

exist as free-living saprobes and only about 17% of all fungal species form associations

with living plants (Kendrick 2000). These associations probably resulted from the co-

evolution of both groups of organisms as they adapted to living on land since the first

appearance of fungi on land coincided with “early” land plants approximately 450 million

years ago (Oldroyd et al 2005, de Boer et al 2005). These early land plants are thought to

have depended on fungi for their anchoring to the land and absorption of minerals from

soil (Brundrett 2002) functioning, in an analogous manner to what plant roots do today

(Smith and Read 1997). Eventually plants developed specialized tissues, roots, to absorb

water and nutrients, but plant roots continued to co-evolve in close proximity and

association with fungi (de Boer et al 2002). Plant roots not only absorb nutrients and

anchor, they also release up to 40% of their photosynthetic products into the soil (Lynch

and Whipps 1993, Pinton et al 2001, Whipps 1990).  These photosynthetic products are

known as root exudates, and their components have different biological properties. They

serve diverse functions such as detoxifying soil compounds, sequestering nutrients,

lubricating the roots for growth through the soil, acting as signaling molecules between
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adjacent plants and between plants and beneficial microbes, and supporting the growth of

different types of fungi and other microbes in the rhizosphere (Rengel 2002, El-Shatnawi

and Makhadmeh 2001,Kent and Triplett 2002, deBoer et al 2002). The increase in

microbial population in the area of the soil under the direct influence of root exudates is

known as the “rhizosphere effect” (Crul and Truelove 1985).  This region around the

roots, the rhizosphere, is normally about 1 mm thick and has a different spectrum of

microbes than the bulk soil that is not under the influence of root exudates (Somers and

Vanderlyden, Garbeva et al 2004, Ken and Triplett 2002, Vancura, 1988).

It is generally accepted that plants control what microbes penetrate and develop

within their roots (Bottomley, 1992, Deacon 1996, Jones et al 2004, Lilleskov and Bruns

2004). The identification of the recognition events and signaling cascades that control the

development of plant pathogenic and symbiotic interactions have been targets of studies

for many years, with the purpose of improving agricultural management practices. The

completion of some plant genomes, and the genomes of their respective pathogens and

symbionts has lead to the elucidation of many novel processes involved in the

development of disease and symbiotic relationships. In addition the use of microarray and

proteomic technologies has given more insight into what is required to be a pathogen, or

a symbiont, and have shown common mechanisms involved in both types of associations.

Although it has long been believed that root exudates contribute to specific recognition

events prior to the development of root rot diseases and symbiotic relationships, the

components of root exudates that give this specificity have been difficult to identify.

Many of the compounds found in root exudates are common compounds present in the
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root exudates of all plants. These compounds, including sugars, amino acids, plant

growth hormones, etc., serve as general nutrient sources or signals for most

microorganisms in the soil.  In addition, the rhizosphere is a very heterogenous zone,

composed of topographically and morphologically diverse roots; and root exudates that

vary according to the plant’s developmental stages and the effects of the environment on

plant growth (Bever et al 2003, Bulter et al 2003, Rengel 2002). Furthermore, this zone is

also composed of a constantly changing diverse microbial community that interacts with

each other as well as with the plant roots, resulting in the release, uptake, modification

and degradation of the multitude of compounds released from microbes and roots in the

rhizosphere (Bais et al 2003, Morgan et al 2005, Barea et al 2005, Oldroyd et al 2005,

Bever et al 2003).  Interestingly it was recently shown that the microbial population

might induce a modification, of the composition of root exudation (Phillips et al 2004).

This is not unexpected, given that the microbial population can modify soil chemistry,

carbon flux in the rhizosphere, and the fate of the microbes living in close proximity in

this area of the soil. One more issue is that many rhizosphere inhabitants are not

culturable microorganisms, making their identification and study difficult, further

hindering the knowledge of the microbial community in this habitat.  However, despite

these obstacles, in the last three decades evidence has accumulated that suggest that

specific compounds present in root exudates can determine which specific microbes grow

in the rhizosphere of specific “host” plants (Lugtengbert et al 2001, Brenic et al 2005, de

Boer et al 2005).
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Although the presence and diversity of fungi in the rhizosphere are well

documented, the genetic determinants that allow fungi to inhabit this niche are not well

known.  Most of the studies on genetic determinants for rhizosphere colonization have

been on bacteria that colonize the rhizosphere, and these studies have identified a number

of traits involved in their ability to colonize roots of host plants (Lugtenberg et al 2001,

Brenic and Winas 2005).   However, the majority of these studies were done in vitro and

in most cases it will be necessary to evaluate whether the same traits for rhizosphere

colonization are needed in field conditions.  Nevertheless, an understanding of bacterial

genes that play a role in rhizosphere colonization of a host plant could be used as a model

to elucidate and understand the fungal counterparts that might play parallel roles. The

identification of fungal traits could provide new insights into the evolution of complex

interactions taking place in the rhizosphere, and reveal novel targets for genetic and

biochemical manipulations to prevent pathogenicity or stimulate symbiosis.

Genetic determinants in bacterial rhizosphere colonization

Bacteria that live in close association with the roots of plants potentially can be

beneficial or detrimental to the plant.  Both types of interactions might require specific

recognition of the host plant roots. The genes controlling motility, chemotaxis, attraction

to topography, and ability to bind to root surfaces are traits known to be involved in

rhizosphere colonization  (Brenic and Winans 2005, Lugtenberg et al 2001).   The

bacteria’s ability to use specific plant root exudates as carbon sources have also been

shown to provide an advantageous growth in the rhizospheres of plants that produce
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those compounds (Compant et al 2005, Lugtenberg et al 2001). The beneficial

rhizosphere bacteria that fix nitrogen in plants are among the better understood

rhizosphere organisms.  These rhizobacteria often have a symbiotic, sym, plasmid, which

contains genes for the recognition of the host and development of symbiotic interactions

with a plant. Typically, different strains of these bacteria fix nitrogen in different plants

and the plant in which the rhizobacteria fix nitrogen is called its “host” plant (van Rhijn

and Vanderleyden 1995).  In this type of symbiotic interaction specific flavonoids from

the host plant induce the bacterial production of nodulation factors (NOD factors) that

trigger the initial stages of nodule formation in the host plant (Riely et al 2004, Oldroyd

et al 2005). Once nodulation occurs, the bacterium is inside the root and then begins the

expression of the nitrogen fixation genes, (NIF genes), which code for nitrogen fixing

enzymes.  Thus, in exchange for carbon the bacterium fixes nitrogen for the plant, an

otherwise limiting resource for the plant (Riely et al 2004, Oldroyd et al 2005).  The

recognition of host- specific plant flavonoids by the bacteria and the production of

specific NOD factors recognized by the plant determine the specificity of this plant-

bacterial interaction.  In addition to containing genes for the establishment of the

interaction, many sym plasmids also contain genes for the metabolism of compounds

present in root exudates of host plants (Van Rhijn and Vanderleyden 1995, Brenic et al

2005). It is logical to assume that such traits will give the bacteria a growth advantage in

the competitive environment of the rhizosphere. For example, Sinorhizobium meliloti

associates with the root of alfafa and contains genes for metabolism of stachydrine

(Goldmann et al 1991), a compound present in alfalfa root exudates (Phillips et al. 1995).
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S. meliloti lacking the ability to metabolize stachydrine can still fix nitrogen and nodulate

alfalfa, but the strains that catabolize stachydrine can colonize the alfalfa rhizosphere

better (Phillip et al 1996). Interestingly, the NOD genes are induced by stachydrine as

well (Phillips et al. 1992), which suggest that in addition to flavonoids, other plant

compounds might increase the success and specificity of the plant-microbe interaction in

these systems.  Thus, the sym plasmid controls the host specificity, and field strains of

nitrogen-fixing bacteria usually contain many sym plasmids assuring them wider host

range and plasticity (van Rhijn and Vanderleyden 1995). Interestingly, many other types

of bacteria beneficial to plants, such as plant growth promoting bacteria, have also been

shown to contain traits for utilization of host specific root exudates, and such traits are

usually located on plasmids (Compant et al 2005, Summers and Vanderleyden 2005).

Similar to the case of sym plasmids in S. meliloti, the Ti or Ri plasmids of the plant

pathogenic genera Agrobacterium contain many of the genes for colonization and

infection of the roots, and some of those genes are necessary for the response to

compounds found in the host plant’s root exudates (Brenic and Winans 2005).

Other common inhabitants of plant roots are Pseudomonas spp. and these bacteria

form pathogenic and beneficial associations with plants. In both cases their association

with plants is closely linked to its ability to inhabit the rhizosphere (Lugtenberg et al

2001).  The beneficial strains of Pseudomonas spp. and other rhizobacteria spp. are used

as biocontrol agents because they produce antimicrobial compounds that inhibit the

growth of pathogenic fungi (Compant et al 2005, Lugtenberg et al 2001). Parallel to

nitrogen fixing bacteria, the host specifying genes involved in conferring competitive
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rhizosphere colonization to Pseudomonas spp. encode for the enzymes that allow the

utilization and detoxification of specific compounds found in the root exudates of plants

(Lugtenberg 2001).

Fungi in the rhizosphere

The ability of many pathogenic fungi to germinate in root exudates of susceptible

host plants was demonstrated in the early 1960’s (Schroth and Hilderbrand 1964 and

references within). However, not much later, it was shown that in the majority of these

cases the germination was not specific to the root exudates of host plants (Schroth and

Hildebrand 1964, and references within). Similarly it was shown that zoospore

chemotaxis toward host and non-host plants’ root exudates (Morris and Gow 1983, Khew

and Zentmyer 1973, West et al 2003) was rarely specific (Morris et al 1998, Zentmyer

1961). Other studies focused on fungi’s ability to respond to roots topography, like the

case of Rhizoctonia solani (Staples and Macko 1980) where recognition of the root

topography plays a role in spore germination.  Still today, there is very little known about

the genetic traits that determine the ability of pathogenic fungi to colonize the root and

rhizosphere of their host plants.

Similar to the situation with bacteria, the best information on fungal colonization

of the rhizosphere is with fungi that form beneficial interactions with plants.

Interestingly, one of the mechanisms by which some fungi are thought to be beneficial to

plants is by competing with pathogenic microorganisms for available nutrients released

from the root exudates (Harman et al 2004, Azis et al 1997, Cook and Baker 1983).
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Therefore, this ability is thought to correlate with fungal efficiency as a biocontrol agent

(Ahmad et al 1987, Harman et al 2004). This is the case with Trichoderma spp., a fungus

well known for its ability to colonize the roots and rhizosphere of many plants (Howel

2003, Harman et al 2004).  Trichoderma spp. are used as biocontrol agents because in

addition to competing for nutrients, they enhance plant growth, induce the plant

resistance response, and are antagonistic to other fungi due to the production of

antimicrobial compounds (Harman et al 2004, Howel 2003). One gene, TasHyd1, a

hydrophobin-like gene recently identified by differential mRNA display during plant root

colonization, was documented to play a role in root colonization by this fungus.

Trichoderma spp. strains mutated for this gene were severely impaired in their ability to

attach and colonize the root (Viterbo and Chet 2006).  Interestingly, hydrophobin-like

genes were also shown to play a role in the symbiotic interaction between

ectomycorrhiza-fungi and plants (Whiteford and Spanu, 2002).  Ectomycorrhiza-fungi

are another group that form symbiotic associations with plants, and these associations

tend to be specific to certain plant species (Kendrick 2000). Part of this specificity has

been shown to involve the way the fungus responds to plant nutrients in the early stages

of the interaction (Lilleskov and Bruns 2004).  Furthermore the plant nutritional stage and

developmental age, which affect the composition of root exudates, have also been shown

to be factors in this symbiosis (Lilleskov and Bruns 2004, Gibson and Deacon 1990). On

the other hand, the plant symbiotic association with vesicular arbuscular mycorrhiza

(VAM) fungi is less host-specific.  Only a few fungi form VAM, but it is estimated that

60-80% of all angiosperms have interactions with VAM-fungi (Trappe, 1987, Harrier
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2001).  Although much research has elucidated the events involved in root infection by

VAM-fungi, the lack of specificity in these associations (Kendrick 2000) makes it

technically difficult to determine the plant cues that lead to the colonization and

recognition of a specific host.  Nevertheless, much evidence suggests the existence of

cues from root exudates serving as a nutritional resource and other compounds,

flavonoids and unidentified volatile compounds, serving as signals to induce root

colonization by VAM-fungi (Traper 1987, Tsai and Phillip 1991, Koide and Snyder

1992, Harrier 2001). In all the previous fungal model systems, the research focus has

been mainly on the specificity of the infection and penetration events, rather than the

specific cues prior to entering the root. As already mentioned, the existence of beneficial,

opportunistic, and pathogenic fungi in the rhizosphere is well documented. The fact that

so many rhizobacteria usually produce antifungal compounds, and respond to fungal

exudates in the rhizosphere has led to the speculation that fungi play a very important

role in shaping the rhizosphere environment (de Bear 2005).  In addition, it has been

suggested that the ability of fungi to grow in simple and complex carbon sources, and

their hyphal growth pattern permitting directional movement in the soil (independent of

water and soil porosity) could be key features allowing their success in this habitat.

However, due to the complexities of the interactions in the rhizosphere community, the

relative lack of information on the components of root exudates of most plants, and the

diversity of factors influencing root exudation, very little is known about the specific

traits that allow fungi to be a successful rhizosphere colonizer.  The few fungal traits

known to be involved are very similar to those known in bacteria: root attachment,
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chemotaxis, and motility. However, theses are general traits of colonization, usually not

specific to a host plant, but related to the ability to survive and grow in the rhizosphere.

The fungal model system Nectria haematococca

The fungi called Nectria haematococca (anamorph Fusarium solani) are a

phylogenetically related group of fungi with diverse habitats, known to be saprobes and

plant pathogens (VanEtten, 1978). The heterothallic members of the N. haematococca

species complex have been divided into 7 groups according to the mating population

(MP) (Matuo and Snyder 1973). Members of a MP can mate with other isolates in that

MP but not with isolates from other MPs.  The present studies deal with N. haematococca

MPVI and its specific association with its host plants, chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) and

garden pea (Pisum sativum L).  Studies of these interactions have shown that

detoxification of its host antimicrobial compound (phytoalexin) is a virulence factor for

pathogenicity by N. haematococca MPVI (VanEtten et al 2001, Covert 1998).

Phytoalexins are small antimicrobial compounds produced and accumulated by plants

upon microbial infection (VanEtten et al 2001). Genetic analyses of the inheritance of

phytoalexin tolerance in N. haematococca MPVI have shown that isolates pathogenic on

pea have a gene (PDA1) for detoxification of the pea phytoalexin pisatin (VanEtten et al

1980, Maloney and VanEtten 1994, Wasmann and VanEtten 1996) and isolates

pathogenic on chickpea have a gene (MAK1) for detoxification of the chickpea

phytoalexins maackiain and medicarpin (Lucy et al 1988, Miao and VanEtten 1992b).

Genetic inheritance of these two fungal traits demonstrated that when a parent that had

either PDA1 or MAK1 was crossed to an isolate that did not have either detoxification
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gene, the genes did not follow a  traditional Mendelian inheritance pattern (Tegtmeier and

VanEtten 1982,  Miao et al 1991a and b, Miao et al 1992b). Furthermore several different

genetic sources for the PDA and MAK genes were also found, allowing allelism tests of

theses genes (Mackintosh et al 1989, Miao et al 1991a and b, Funnel et al 2002a).

Allelism studies demonstrated a number of PDA genes (PDA1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) and

MAK genes (MAK1, 2, and 3), and showed that crosses in which both parents had allelic

detoxification genes, either PDA or MAK, part of the progeny did not inherit either

detoxification gene (Funnell   et al 2002a, Miao and VanEtten 1992a and b, Miao et al

1991, Makintosh et al 1989). These results confirmed the aberrant genetic ratios

previously found and further indicated that the PDA and the MAK gene sometimes were

lost during meiotic recombination.  Southern hybridization with probes of the PDA and

the MAK genes of Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) gels, which separates

chromosomal size DNA, led to the chromosomal localization of both genes and their

alleles (Miao et al 1991a and b, Miao et al 1992a, Wasmann and VanEtten 1996, Covert

et al 1996, Funnel et al 2002a and b). Theses studies demonstrated that the detoxification

genes were located on dispensable parts of the genome, in most cases supernumerary

small chromosomes, not needed for axenic growth (Covert 1998).  The dispensable

chromosomes in N. haematococca may contain genes for pathogenicity and genes that

expand the isolates’ ability to live in different hosts, however, they do not affect growth

in culture and, therefore have been termed “conditionally dispensable” (CD)

chromosomes (Covert 1998, VanEtten et al 1998).
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The PDA genes are routinely used as markers for the presence of the respective

CD chromosome that carries them.  Thus the chromosomes are usually referred to as the

PDA-CD chromosomes (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996, Covert 1998, Funnel and

VanEtten 2002a and b).  The seven PDA homologues confer the Pda+ phenotype, the

ability to detoxify pisatin, and according to their level of expression and degree of

virulence on pea they are divided into two groups (Hirschi and VanEtten 1996, Straney

and VanEtten 1994, George et al 1998, George and VanEtten 2001). The PdaH phenotype,

for high rate of pisatin detoxification, is conferred by the PDA1, 4, and 5 genes, which

are rapidly expressed upon pisatin treatment, and associated with high virulence on pea.

On the other hand the PdaL phenotype, for low rate of pisatin detoxification, is encoded

by the PDA2, 3, 6 and 7 genes, which have delayed expression upon pisatin treatment and

are associated with almost no virulence on pea.  In the case of the PDA1-CD

chromosome, which confers high levels of virulence on pea, the PDA1 gene it is part of a

gene cluster for pea pathogenicity (PEP cluster) (Han et al 2001). The PDA1 gene and

the rest of the genes in the PEP cluster are expressed during pea infection, and have been

shown to be required for maximum virulence on pea (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996,

Temporini and VanEtten 2002, Han et al 2001, Liu et al 2003). Sequence and

phylogenetic analysis of the PEP cluster demonstrated that it has a different GC content

and codon-usage when compared to the rest of the genome (Han et al 2001, Liu et al

2003), and has a discontinuous distribution among closely related fungi (Temporini and

VanEtten 2004).  All of these features are associated with horizontal gene transfer (Regan

2001, Bushman 2002) hence it is proposed that the PEP cluster, and possibly the whole
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chromosome, might have been acquired through horizontal transfer. Interestingly, PDA4,

another PDA gene associated with high virulence on pea (Mackintosh et al 1989), is

located on a similar size chromosome, and seems to be part of a PEP cluster as well

(Tsuchiya and VanEtten personal unpublished, Temporini and VanEtten 2002). On the

other hand, the CD chromosome that carries the PDA6 gene confers some tolerance to

pisatin, but it is not associated with high virulence on pea (Miao et al 1992b, Covert et al

1996,) and does not contain the rest of the PEP cluster (Temporini and VanEtten 2002).

However, the CD chromosome that carries the PDA6 gene is associated with high

virulence on chickpea because it also carries the MAK1 gene, for detoxification of the

chickpea phytoalexins, maackiain and medicarpin (Miao and VanEtten 1992b, Covert et

al 1996).  In summary, a large body of evidence suggests that CD chromosomes in the

fungus N. haematococca contain genes that expand the individual isolate’s ability to

infect different hosts.

The linkage between the ability of N. haematococca MPVI to cause disease on

pea and chickpea roots with traits located on dispensable parts of the genome (i.e. CD

chromosomes) is similar to the localization of host specifying genes on sym plasmids in

rhizobacteria.  Since bacterial sym plasmids also carry genes for utilization of host

specific root exudates, the goal of my dissertation was to evaluate whether genetic traits

involved in fungal utilization of pea root exudates are located on the PDA1-CD

chromosome.
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Dissertation Format

The research in this dissertation has been published (appendix A), or will shortly

be submitted for publication (appendix B, C, and D).  Because of this, according to the

University of Arizona manual for dissertations format what would usually be chapters in

a dissertation are put as appendices. The following section describes my research

contribution to each of the appendices.  The appendices’ formats are according to the

requirements of the journal to which they will be submitted.
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2. PRESENT STUDY

Tissue-specific localization of pea root infection by Nectria haematococca.
Mechanisms and consequences. (Appendix A)

The possible plant mechanisms involved in suppressing root infection of the root

tip inoculated with the fungus N. haematococca were evaluated. Although root tip

exudates secreted by border cells do not seem to affect spore germination, a factor

released by dead border cells appears to selectively suppress the fungal growth. My

contribution to this research was the preliminary evaluation of whether isolates of N.

haematococca varying in their chromosomal content could grow on pea seed exudates,

root exudates, and root tip exudates; and that dead root border cells released a compound

that inhibits growth of N. haematococca (Appendix A, figure 5).

The supernumerary chromosome of Nectria haematococca carries unique genes for
pathogenicity and rhizosphere competitiveness on pea (Appendix B)

The ability of N. haematococca isolates to grow in homoserine, a compound

present in uniquely large amounts on pea root exudates, correlates with isolates’ high

virulence on pea. These studies also demonstrated that the genetic determinants

conferring the ability to grow on homoserine are located on the same CD chromosome

that contains the PEP cluster and a portion of the CD chromosome containing this trait

conferred a competitive advantage for growth in the pea rhizosphere. My research

contribution to this manuscript showed that several compounds specifically found in pea

and in other legume root exudates served as growth substrates for N. haematococca.

However, these results revealed that N. haematococca field isolates pathogenic on pea

could use homoserine as a nitrogen and carbon growth substrate while isolates from other
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hosts and habitats could not.   All of the research in this appendix was mine except the

selection of the homoserine deficient isolates of N. haematoccoca by benomyl treatment

which was done in collaboration with H. Tran, the Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis

analysis (Figure 2) was done by Dr. M. Taga, interphase nuclei hybridization confirming

the translocation was done by Dr. D. Tsuchiya (Figure 3), and the evaluation of

rhizosphere competence (Figure 4) was done by fellow graduate student, G. White.

The ability of Nectria haematococca and other pea root pathogens to grow on
homoserine, a pea root exudate (Appendix C)

Nectria haematococca field isolates and laboratory strains containing PDA-CD

chromosomes, and other fungi pathogenic on pea that are closely related and distantly

related to N. haematococca were tested for growth on homoserine. Results demonstrated

that all pea pathogenic fungi could grow on homoserine. Studies indicated that although

the PDA4-CD chromosome confers high virulence on pea similarly to the PDA1-CD

chromosome, the PDA4-CD chromosome does not seem to carry all the genes required

for the homoserine utilization phenotype, Hut+. Further analyses of the segregation ratio

between PDA4 and Hut+ suggest that the Hut+ phenotype might be encoded by more than

one gene.  All of the research in this appendix is mine.

Region containing HUT and synteny comparison between two conditionally
dispensable (CD) chromosomes of the fungus Nectria haematococca:

Evidence for a common ancestor and the acquisition of unique DNA (Appendix D)

A fingerprint physical map of the PDA1-CD chromosome was created allowing

the region containing the HUT gene(s) to be identified. Southern hybridization of

progeny segregating for a translocated portion of the PDA1-CD chromosome was
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combined with the synteny analysis between this CD chromosome and another CD

chromosome in order to identify the putative region containing the HUT genes. Results

from these experiments suggest that the HUT gene(s) are likely to be located in a region

of at least 365Kb. Analysis of the publicly available genome of N. haematococca

permitted the identification of putative genes conferring the Hut+ phenotype located

within the 365Kb region. In addition, synteny analysis between the PDA1 and the MAK1-

CD chromosome revealed that 463Kb are shared by both CD chromosomes. The high

level of synteny between the two CD chromosomes suggests a common ancestor for

them. The sequence from the shared and the unique regions were scanned for putative

genes that could confer additional habitat defining traits. This evaluation lead to predicted

phenotypes and putative traits that might be located on both CD chromosomes, or in the

regions unique to the PDA1-CD chromosome. Interestingly many of the putative genes

found are similar to genes previously described to play a role during bacterial niche

colonization.  All of the research was my own, except for the following:  fiber-FISH

experiments that were carried out in collaboration with Dr. D. Tsuchiya, gene searches in

scaffolds 52 and 55 were done by J. Coleman, cosmid clone end-sequencing was done by

the Arizona Genomics Institute, and the sequencing of the genome of N. haematococca

was done by the Department of Energy Joint Genomic Institute (DOE-JGI).
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APPENDIX B. THE SUPERNUMERARY CHROMOSOME OF NECTRIA
HAEMATOCOCCA CARRIES UNIQUE GENES FOR PATHOGENICITY AND

RHIZOSPHERE COMPETITIVENESS ON  PEA

M. Rodriguez-Carresa, G. Whitea, D. Tsuchiyab, M. Tagac and H. D. VanEttena.
aDivision of Plant Pathology and Microbiology, Department of Plant Sciences, University
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. bDepartment of Biology, Indiana University,
Bloomington, IN 47405. cDepartment of Biology, Faculty of Science, Okayama
University, Okayama 700-8530, Japan.

Abstract

The fungus Nectria haematococca can exist in a wide variety of environments,

although individual isolates have a limited habitat range.  The habitat diversity of N.

haematococca has been shown to be due in part to the presence of supernumerary

chromosomes, which contain host-specifying genes. These chromosomes have been

called “conditionally dispensable” (CD) since they are not needed for axenic growth, but

are important for expanding the host range of individual isolates. Genes for plant

pathogenicity are found on several CD chromosomes, and some features of these genes

suggest that they, and possibly the whole CD chromosome, may have been acquired

through horizontal gene transfer. The current study establishes that the CD chromosome

that contains the genes for Pea Pathogenicity (PEP cluster) also carries gene(s) for the

utilization of homoserine, a compound found in large amounts in pea root exudates.

Competition studies have demonstrated that an isolate with a translocated portion of the

CD chromosome, which includes the homoserine utilization (HUT) gene(s), but lacks the

PEP cluster, is more competitive in the pea rhizosphere than an isolate without the CD

chromosome. The HUT gene(s) may be another factor on the CD chromosome that gives

individual isolates of this fungus an wider habitat range and confers a competitive
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advantageous growth in the pea rhizosphere prior to establishment of disease on pea

roots.

Introduction

Plant roots release up to 40% of their photosynthates into the soil as root exudates

(Lynch and Whipps 1993, Pinton et al. 2001, Whipps 1990).  These photosynthates have

various biological functions, such as detoxifying soil compounds, sequestering nutrients,

lubricating the roots for growth through soil, signaling between adjacent plants and

between plants and beneficial microbes, and supporting the growth of different types of

microbes in the rhizosphere (Rengel 2002, El-Shatnawi and Makhadmeh 2001, Kent and

Triplett 2002, deBoer et al. 2002). Microbial populations are increased in soil under the

direct influence of root exudates, a phenomenon known as the “rhizosphere effect” (Curl

and Truelove 1985). Most researchers agree that there is enrichment of a specific

spectrum of microorganisms in the rhizosphere and that this population is less diverse

than in bulk soil not under the direct influence of root exudates (Somers and

Vanderleyden 2004, Curl and Truelove 1985, Garbeva et al. 2004, Kent and Triplett

2002, Vancura 1988).  Less accepted is how often a specific microbial genotype is

favored by a specific plant species or genotype. There is a high level of specificity for

those microbes (e.g., Rhizobia, mycorrhizal fungi, and root pathogens) that can enter and

develop within plant roots, but whether any of this specificity is due to a discriminatory

enrichment for particular microorganisms in the rhizosphere prior to their entry into roots

is debated (Bottomley 1992, Deacon 1996, Jones et al. 2004, Lilleskov and Bruns 2003,

Lugtenberg et al. 2001, Singh et al. 2004, Somers and Vanderleyden 2004).  Since
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individual plant species differ in chemical composition, it is logical that one consequence

of their chemical uniqueness might be the selective support of specific microorganisms in

their rhizosphere.

Over the past ~10 years, the results of experiments combining the genetic

dissection of rhizosphere-colonization with other novel approaches have elucidated some

of the bacterial traits for rhizosphere-competence and colonization (Lugtenberg, et al.

1996, Mark et al. 2005, Morris and Monier 2003, Phillips et al. 1996). For example,

studies on the symbiotic bacteria that fix nitrogen in legume roots have demonstrated that

the genes (NOD) that induce nodulation of plant roots are found on the sym (symbiosis)

plasmid (Martínez-Romero and Caballero-Mellado 1996). Sym plasmids carry not only

the genes for nodulating specific hosts (Banfalvi et al. 1981, Rossenberg et al. 1981), but

also the genes for catabolizing unique compounds present in the root exudates of the host

plants (Boivin et al. 1991, Baldani et al. 1992, Goldmann et al. 1991 and 1994). The

correlation between nodulation specificity and the ability to catabolize host root exudates

was originally suggested by VanEgeraat (1975b), who discovered that the pea-nodulating

bacterium, Rhizobium leguminosarum, could catabolize homoserine, a compound found

in high concentrations in pea root exudates (Rovira 1956, Boulter et al. 1966, VanEgeraat

1975a). Economou et al. (1988) showed that the sym plasmid that contains NOD genes

for pea-nodulation in R. leguminosarum also carries the genes for homoserine utilization.

Although the diversity of fungi in the rhizosphere is well documented, in contrast

to the bacterial models, the genetic determinants that allow fungi to inhabit the

rhizosphere of host plants remain, for the most part, unknown. In the current study the
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understanding of symbiotic bacterial genes involved in colonization of the host

rhizosphere was used as a model to potentially elucidate the counterparts that might play

parallel roles in the root pathogenic fungus Nectria haematococca.

The fungus N. haematococca is found as a soil saprobe, as a commensal organism

in the rhizosphere, and as a pathogen of many different plants (Matuo and Snyder 1972,

VanEtten 1978, and Kistler1988). The genetic and habitat diversity of N. haematococca

is due, in part, to the presence of supernumerary chromosomes (VanEtten et al. 2001).

These “extra” chromosomes are not required for axenic growth, although their presence

may allow isolates to have an expanded host range (Miao et al. 1991, Wasmann and

VanEtten 1996, Covert 1998, VanEtten et al. 2001).  Therefore, these chromosomes have

been called “Conditionally Dispensable" (CD) (Covert 1998). One of these CD

chromosomes carries a cluster of genes for pea pathogenicity (PEP cluster) and N.

haematococca isolates with this chromosome are highly virulent on pea plants (Wasmann

et al 1996, Han et al. 2001, VanEtten et al. 2001). This CD chromosome that carries the

PEP cluster is called the PDA1-CD chromosome because the PDA1 gene, a member of

the PEP cluster which codes for a P450 enzyme that detoxifies the pea phytoalexin

pisatin (VanEtten et al 1980, Maloney and VanEtten 1994, Wasmann and VanEtten

1996), is routinely use as a marker for its presence

The current study shows that isolates of N. haematococca pathogenic on pea grow

on homoserine as a sole carbon and nitrogen source, while isolates from other hosts and

sources usually cannot. Thus, the PDA1-CD chromosome that carries the PEP cluster

also carries gene(s) for homoserine utilization (HUT), a situation that might be
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functionally analogous to those of bacterial plasmids that carry host-specifying genes

(Brencic and Winans, 2005). In addition, we report a real time PCR technique that

overcomes one of the major issues in studying fungal rhizosphere competence and

colonization, the lack of an accurate means to quantify fungal biomass in the rhizosphere

(Paulitz, 2000). Using this technique we demonstrate that the portion of the PDA1-CD

chromosome that contains the HUT gene(s) provides N. haematococca isolates with a

competitive advantage in the pea rhizosphere.

Results

Compounds found in pea root exudates as growth substrates for N. haematococca:

Studies have shown that all isolates of N. haematococca, independent of their

pathogenicity and CD chromosome content, grow on pea root exudates (Gunawardena et

al. 2005, Rodriguez-Carres, unpublished).  In the present study, specific chemicals, i.e.,

homoserine (HS), γ-glutamyl-α-alanine (GAA), stachydrin (STR), and trigonelline

(TGR), which are found mainly in pea root exudates (VanEgeraat 1975a, Rovira 1956,

Boulter et al. 1966, Phillips et al. 1996, Phillips et al. 1995, Kuo et al. 1982, Tramontano

et al. 1986), were tested for their ability to support the growth of N. haematococca. The

four isolates used in this initial screen are shown with an asterisk (†) in Tables 2 and 3.

Growth on HS and TGR was measured as an increase in biomass in liquid media and as

an increase in colony diameter on semi-solid media.  Due to the small amounts of

compound available, growth on GAA and STR was determined by increase in turbidity in

liquid media.  All isolates were able to use GAA and STR as sole C and N sources,

whereas neither isolate could use TGR as a sole C and/or N source (data not shown), and
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TGR was shown to be inhibitory to N. haematococca growth in concentrations above

0.05%.  Of the four isolates tested, only 77-13-4, which contains the PDA1-CD

chromosome and is virulent on pea (Kistler and VanEtten 1984), was able to grow on HS

as a sole C and N source. The other three isolates (T77, T219, and T347) tested in this

preliminary screen do not have the PDA1-CD chromosome and are not pathogenic on pea

(Miao et al. 1991, Funnel and VanEtten 2002, VanEtten et al. 2001). These preliminary

results suggest that the ability to use HS as a growth substrate might correlate with pea

pathogenicity.

Relationship between isolate origin and the ability to use HS:  In order to further

determine an association between a field isolate’s original habitat and its ability to use HS

as a sole C and N source, we examined 36 field isolates from different hosts and

geographic locations.  All 17 field isolates pathogenic on pea grew on HS, regardless of

their geographic origin (Table 1). In contrast, of the 19 isolates obtained from a variety of

habitats and sources, only three (T272, T274, and T386) were able to use HS as a sole C

and N source (Table 2).  Isolates T272 and T274 were obtained from soils with unknown

plant associations, whereas the third isolate, T386, came from chickpea. The overall

results (Tables 1 and 2) are indicative of a strong correlation between a field isolate’s

ability to be pathogenic on pea and to grow on HS as a sole C and N source.
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Table 1. N. haematococca field isolates pathogenic on pea growing on homoserine
Isolate Dry

weight
(mg)

Radial
growth
HS/Glu
(mm)

Radial
growth
HS/Glu

(%)

Geographical
origin

Reference

T1 6.5 12/20 60 NY Funnel et al. 2001
* T2 6.5 24/24 100 NY VanEtten 1978, Funnel & VanEtten 2002
* T8 5.7 12/15 80 NY VanEtten & Matthews 1984, Tsuchiya, umpublished
T9 6.8 18/18 100 NY VanEtten & Matthews 1984
T10 5.7 18/20 90 NY VanEtten & Matthews 1984
T17 5.2 15/20 75 NY VanEtten 1978

* T23 7.0 NA NA NY VanEtten & Matthews 1984, Miao et. al 1991
T30 4.7 12/20 60 WA VanEtten & Matthews 1984
T63 5.6 20/25 80 NY VanEtten & Matthews 1984
T70 6.9 20/20 100 MI Temporini & VanEtten 2002

T468 7.3 17/14 121 England This study
* T547 6.9 18/18 100 New Zeland Temporini & VanEtten 2002, Tusuchiya, umpublished
* T406 5.6 14/15 93 Taiwan Temporini & VanEtten 2002, Tusuchiya, umpublished
* T558 4.6 22/21 110 Japan Temporini & VanEtten 2002, Tusuchiya, umpublished
T559 4.0 20/25 80 Japan Temporini & VanEtten 2002
T560 4.8 20/25 80 Japan Temporini & VanEtten 2002
T561 3.6 26/25 104 Japan Temporini & VanEtten 2002

Dry weight (mg) of isolates grown on 0.025g/ml L-HS, radial growth (mm) and relative percentage of
isolate growth on HS compare to growth on 0.01g/ml Glu, 0.003 g/ml NH3(NO3)2 . (*) Isolates whose
karyotypes have been determined by PFGE. NA is data not available. The radial growth cannot be
directly compared to the dry weight, since for the radial growth assay individual isolates were not
started with same number of spores, however the radial growth in Glu and HS are comparable to each
other, since the same volume from the same spore suspension was used for inoculation
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Table 2. N. haematococcafield isolates from sources other than pea growing on homoserine
Isolate Dry

weight
(mg)

Radial
growth
HS/Glu
(mm)

Radial
growth
HS/Glu

(%)

Geographic
origin

Source of
origin

References

T34 0.5 0/15 0 Australia Cooling
tower

VanEtten 1978

†T77 0.1 0/23 0 PA alfalfa VanEtten & Matthews 1984
T78 0.4 0/20 0 PA alfalfa Temporini & VanEtten 2002
*T95 0.5 0/25 0 SC tuliptree VanEtten 1978, Miao et al. 1991

*T110 0.4 NA 0 MS cottonwood VanEtten 1978, Miao et al. 1991
*T213 0.0 NA 0 KY cottonwood Miao et al. 1991
*T215 0.4 0/13 0 ND potato Miao et al. 1991
*T217 0.5 0/25 0 PA carnation Miao et al. 1991
*†T219 0.0 0/15 0 NY soil VanEtten & Matthews 1984, Miao et al. 1991
*T272 5.1 10/20 50 UT unkown Miao et al. 1991
*T273 4.7 16/20 80 UT unkown Miao et al. 1991
*T288 1.3 0/25 0 PA soil Miao et al. 1991
*T300 0.7 0/20 0 PA red clover Miao et al. 1991
*T314 0.8 0/22 0 PA shrimp Miao et al. 1991
*†T347 0.1 0/15 0 NY alfalfa Temporini & VanEtten 2002
T351 0.6 0/16 0 NY alfalfa Temporini & VanEtten 2002
T386 5.2 NA 0 Spain chickpea This study
T562 0.6 0/20 0 Japan alfalfa This study
T474 0.4 0/23 0 England pea Temporini & VanEtten 2002

Dry weight (mg) of isolates grown on 0.025g/ml L-HS, radial growth (mm) and relative percentage
of isolate growth on HS compare to growth on 0.01g/ml Glu, 0.003 g/ml NH3(NO3)2 . (*) Isolates
whose karyotypes have been determined by PFGE. (†) Isolates used for preliminary growth assays on
STR, TGR, GAA and HS. NA is data not available. The radial growth cannot be directly compared to
the dry weight, since for the radial growth assay individual isolates were not started with same
number of spores, however the radial growth in Glu and HS are comparable to each other, since the
same volume from the same spore suspension was used for inoculation
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Location of HUT genes on the PDA1-CD chromosome: The genes for pea

pathogenicity have been shown to be located on the PDA1-CD chromosome (Han et al

2001). Since the ability to grow on HS appears to correlate with pea pathogenicity we

evaluated whether the homoserine utilization (HUT) genes might be located on the

PDA1-CD chromosome.  Previous studies have shown that the CD chromosomes of N.

haematococca can be lost during sexual crosses, transformation, and following treatment

with benomyl (Miao et al. 1991, VanEtten et al. 1998, Wasmann and VanEtten 1996).

Therefore, a series of related isolates, which differ with respect to the presence of the

PDA1-CD chromosome, or its marker gene PDA1, were used in the current study (Table

3, isolates which karyotype was confirm are shown with an *). A total of 18 progeny

from three different crosses (crosses # 44, 77, and 94; Kistler and VanEtten 1984) were

assayed for the HUT+ phenotype. The eight progeny that inherited the PDA1 gene grew

on HS, whereas the ten progeny that did not inherit PDA1 did not grow on HS (Fig. 1;

Table 3). These results further support the hypothesis that the PDA1 gene and the gene(s)

conferring the ability to grow on HS are located in the same linkage group, i.e., on the

PDA1-CD chromosome.

This linkage was also tested with isolates that had lost their PDA1-CD

chromosome during cultural or experimental manipulations. It had been observed that

during the transformation of N. haematococca isolate 77-13-4 the PDA1-CD

chromosome was occasionally lost, as indicated by disappearance of the 1.6Mb

chromosome band in electrophoretic karyotypes (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996).  Three

transformants of 77-13-4 (Tr115.1, Tr135.8, and Tr23.1) that had lost the PDA1-CD
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Table 3. Growth on homoserine of selected isolates of N. haematococca  varying in their
chromososomal content of PDA1-CD chromosome or its marker gene, PDA1.

Isolates Traits HS References
77-1-3, 77-5-5, 77-13-
1, 94-6-1, *44-100, 44-
1, 44-22, 44-36, 44-46,
44-64, 44-75

Meiotic progeny lacking
PDA1 gene. - Kistler and VanEtten, 1984

77-1-3, 77-5-7, *†77-
13-4, *77-13-7, 44-16,
44-20,  44-37, 94-1-6

Meiotic progeny containing
the PDA1gene ++ Kistler and VanEtten, 1984

*B-13, *B-32, *B-33,
*B-34, *B-35, *B-36,
*B-37

Hyg tagged CD
chromosome lost by

Benomyl treatment and
isolates selected by loss of

hygromycin resistance.

- VanEtten et al., 1998

*HT-1, *HT-3, *HT-4,
*HT-5, *HT-6, *HT-7,
*HT-8, *HT-9, *HT-10

CD chromosome loss by
Benomyl treatment of 77-

13-4 and isolates selected by
lost of HS utilization

- This study

*Tr115.1, *Tr135.8,
*Tr23.1

CD chromosome loss during
transformation of 77-13-4 - Wasmann and VanEtten, 1996

*Tr78.2
Portion the CD chromosome

was retained after
transformation of 77-13-4

++ Wasmann and VanEtten, 1996
and this study.

N-15 100-kb truncation of the CD
chromosome in 77-13-7. ++ Kistler et al., 1996

*Tr18.5 PDA1 gene disruptant of 77-
13-7 ++ Wasmann and VanEtten, 1996

Tr86.1 PDA1 gene disruptant of 77-
13-4 ++ Wasmann and VanEtten, 1996

Observed growth on semi solid homoserine (HS) media of meiotic progeny, and
transformants which vary in their CD chromosome content. (++)  Wildtype growth on
HS, and (- ) no growth on HS. (*) Isolates whose karyotypes have been determined by
PFGE. (†) Isolate used for preliminary growth assays on STR, TGR, GAA and HS.
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Fig. 1. Growth of N. haematococca isolates.

 A. Grow on glucose and B growth on homoserine media. Number 1 Isolate T2, number 2
isolate 219, number 3 isolate 44-34, number 4 isolate 77-13-4, number 5 isolate 44-36,
number 6 isolate 77-13-1, number 7 isolate 77-13-7, number 8 isolate Tr18.5, number 9
isolate B-13, number 10 isolate Tr115.1, number 11 isolate Tr78.2, number 12 isolate N-
15, number 13 isolate HT-1, number 14 isolate HT-4, number 15 isolate HT-12, and
number 6 isolate Tr23.1. Plates were photographed after 4 days of growth.
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chromosome (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996) could not grow on HS (Table 3). Kistler et

al. (1996) also generated a transformant of 77-13-7, transformant N15, that lacks the PEP

cluster (Temporini and VanEtten 2002) due to an ~100 Kb truncation in the PDA1-CD

chromosome. N15 retains the rest of the PDA1-CD chromosome (Kistler et al 1996) and

can still grow on HS (Fig. 1, Table 3), thus suggesting that the HUT gene(s) are located

on the remaining portion of that chromosome.

Previously, the PDA1-CD chromosome was tagged with a hygromycin resistance

gene via site-directed mutagenesis of the PDA1 gene in isolate 77-13-7 (Wasmann and

Vanetten 1996). The resulting transformant, Tr18.5 (Table 3), was later treated with

benomyl, a chemical that can cause aneuploidy during vegetative growth in fungi (Aist

and Bayles 1991), in order to induce the loss of the CD chromosome. Screening for the

loss of the PDA1-CD chromosome was done by selection for isolates that had lost

hygromycin resistance (VanEtten et al. 1998).  The seven hygromycin-sensitive isolates

identified in that experiment, (B-13, B-31, B-32, B-33, B-34, B-35, and B-35) lack the

PDA1-CD chromosome (VanEtten et al. 1998) and do not grow on HS (Fig. 1; Table 3).

A similar experiment was performed in the current study in order to confirm that the HS

utilization locus is on the PDA1-CD chromosome. In this case, 77-13-4 was treated with

benomyl and selected for their inability to grow on HS. The ten isolates (HT-1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, and 10) that not longer grew on HS were analyzed by pulse field gel

electrophoresis (PFGE) and shown to have lost the PDA1-CD chromosome (Fig. 2).

These results confirmed that the HUT gene(s) are on the PDA1-CD chromosome.
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Fig. 2. PFGE gel to determine the karyotypes of HUT- isolates generated by treatment
with benomyl.

Sizes of representative chromosomes shown on lane 1, S. cerevisiae, and lane 2, S.
pombe. Control, untreated isolate 77-13-4 shown on Lane 3. Benomyl-treated isolates
which do not grow on homoserine: Lane 4 isolate HT-1, lane 5 isolate HT-3, lane 6
isolate HT-4, and lane 7 isolate HT-5. Control isolates that were treated with benomyl but
retained the ability to grow on homoserine: Lane 8 isolate HT-11, and lane 9 isolate HT-
12. The size corresponding to the PDA1-CD chromosome band in marked by a black line.
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Isolate Tr78.2 contains a portion of the PDA1-CD chromosome:  The only result that

is in conflict with the HUT gene(s) being on the PDA1-CD chromosome is that

transformant Tr78.2, which appeared to have lost the PDA1-CD chromosome (Wasmann

and VanEtten 1996), grows on HS (Fig. 1, Table 3).  Southern analyses showed that

Tr78.2 lacked PDA1, and PFGE analysis showed that Tr78.2 lacked the PDA1-CD

chromosome (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996). However, it is possible that a translocated

portion of the PDA1-CD chromosome was not identified in that study since it is very

difficult to accurately resolve larger chromosomes (>5 Mb) by PFGE (Miao et al. 1991,

Suga et al. 2002, Taga et al. 1998). In order to confirm that a portion of the PDA1-CD

chromosome was retained in Tr78.2, Southern blots of Tr78.2 and of the HUT+ progeny

from a cross between Tr78.2 and a PDA1-CD chromosome minus isolate (77-15-7) were

probed with cosmid clones from a PDA1-CD chromosome library. These results revealed

that Tr78.2 and its Hut+ progeny contain at least 800 Kb of the PDA1-CD chromosome

(Rodriguez-Carres manuscript in preparation). Furthermore, these cosmids did not

hybridize to genomic DNA from HT-1 and HT-3 (benomyl-treated isolates that lost the

entire CD chromosome; Fig. 1, Table 3) but did hybridize to DNA from 77-13-4 (meiotic

progeny that contains the PDA1-CD chromosome), consistent with Tr78.2 retaining a

portion of the PDA1- CD chromosome.  In order to show the translocated portion of the

PDA1-CD chromosome, interphase nuclei from Tr78.2 were examined using

fluorescence hybridization (Fig. 3). Nuclei from Tr78.2 were hybridized with genomic

DNA from isolate HT-1, and then hybridized with biotin-labeled DNA from isolate 77-

13-4. This type of experiment has previously been shown to detect CD chromosomal-
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Fig. 3. Visualization of interphase chromosomes of isolate Tr78.2.

Interphase nuclei of Tr78.2 were hybridized with genomic DNA from isolate HT-1
followed by hybridization with biotin-labeled DNA from isolate 77-13-4. The biotin-
labeled DNA was detected with goat anti-biotin antibody followed by staining with Alexa
Fluor 488-conjugated rabbit anti-goat antibody.  The latter was detected as fluorescence.
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specific DNA in isolates that differ only in the presence of a CD chromosome (Taga et al.

1999).  A strong hybridizing signal was detected (Fig. 3), which is consistent with Tr78.2

carrying a portion of the PDA1-CD chromosome that contains the HUT gene(s).

Tr78.2 has increased competitive ability in the pea rhizosphere: To determine if the

portion of the PDA1-CD chromosome containing the HUT gene(s) confers an increased

competitive advantage in the pea rhizosphere, we used a replacement series approach

(deWit, 1960). Pea plants were grown for 2 wk and then co-inoculated with different

ratios of Tr78.2 (HUT+ isolate) and HT-1 (HUT- isolate). Three wk after inoculation, the

rhizosphere (roots with adhering potting mix) was removed and the DNA extracted.

Real-time PCR analyses of the single-copy actin gene and of the PDA1 gene were used to

measure the total number of fungal cells and the relative number of Tr78.2 cells,

respectively, in the rhizosphere samples. A fragment of the PDA1 gene was used to detect

Tr78.2 because this isolate contains a small portion of the PDA1 gene from the vector

used in the transformation (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996). The pea rubisco activase

(RCA) gene was used to measure the number of plant cells and as an internal control to

normalize data.  When the inoculum was 100% of either Tr78.2, (HUT+) or HT-1 (HUT-)

the same quantity of fungal cells (2.06 ± 0.32 versus 2.17 ± 0.09 actin gene/RCA gene)

was present in the rhizosphere of pea, indicating that the pea rhizosphere had the same

carrying capacity for both isolates (Fig. 4).  Therefore, when the isolates are co-

inoculated and there is no competition between the two isolates, both isolates are

expected to colonize the rhizosphere equally and to be present in the same relative ratios
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Fig. 4. Growth of isolate Tr78.2 (HUT+) and isolate HT-1(HUT-) during competition in
the rhizosphere of pea.

Three weeks after co-inoculation of 2 wk-old pea seedlings with spore suspensions
containing mixtures (100:0, 25:75, 50:50, 75:25 and 0:100) of Tr78.2:HT-1. The pea
RCA gene was used to relate the total number of fungal cells to the total number of plant
cells in the rhizosphere sample. The N. haematococca actin gene was used to measure the
total amount of fungal cells in the samples. The PDA gene was used to assess the total
number of Tr78.2 fungal cells. Broken red lines show the expected relative ratios of both
isolate if they are not competing. Solid pink and blue lines show the experimental values
for the HUT+ and HUT- isolates. The mean are significantly different from expected
results for the 75:25, 50:50, and 25:75 treatments (Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison
Test; p < 0.05).
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used for co-inoculation. However, the real time PCR results showed that when the pea

rhizosphere was co-inoculated with 25:75, 50:50, and 75:25 ratios of Tr78.2:HT-1, after

two wk 31%, 60%, and 90% of the total fungal biomass were of the HUT+ isolate

(Tr78.2), while only 69%, 40%, and 10% were of the HUT- isolate (HT-1) (Fig. 4).

Repeat experiments gave results of up to 87% of isolate Tr-78.2 with the 50:50 mixture

of both isolates. These results show that when co-inoculated the relative ratio of HUT+

isolate increases as the HUT- isolate decreases, indicating that during competition the

HUT+ isolate grows and competes better in the pea rhizosphere. It is important to mention

that the inoculated roots did not show any disease symptoms, neither was fungal DNA

detected inside the roots, which demonstrates, as expected, that the fungi was not

growing inside the roots but in the rhizosphere.

Discussion

This study shows that the ability to utilize a specific pea root exudate, HS, correlated

with the ability to be a root pathogen of pea and the gene(s) for HS utilization (HUT) are

located on the same PDA1-CD chromosome that contains the genes for pea pathogenicity

(PEP cluster).  Furthermore that portion of the PDA1-CD chromosome which contains

the HUT gene(s) allows an isolate to be more competitive in the pea rhizosphere.  It

seems likely that a selective ability to utilize a nutrient from the rhizosphere would

benefit a rhizosphere-inhabiting organism, as our results suggest.  In support of this,

several research groups have engineered plants to produce a novel nutrient and shown

that bacteria transformed with the ability to catabolize that nutrient have a competitive

advantage (Guyon et al., 1993; Wilson et al., 1995; Oger et al., 2004; Savka & Farrand,
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1997).  Although not yet tested, it is also logical that from a pathogen’s standpoint, being

more competitive in the rhizosphere prior to entrance into the roots of a plant would be

advantageous, at least for a root pathogen.

Confirmation that the HUT gene(s) is the only trait found on the PDA1-CD

chromosome that confers a competitive advantage in the pea rhizosphere requires its

identification and an analysis of the competitive advantage this specific gene might

confer.  Nonetheless, the identification of another specific trait on a CD chromosome,

which enhances the ability of N. haematococca to expand its habitat, suggests a close

analogy between fungal CD chromosomes and host-specifying plasmids in plant-

associated bacteria.   Bacterial plasmids have long been known to carry genes that confer

different phenotypes (Brencic and Winans, 2005; Top et al., 2000). For example, the

different allelic variants of the Ti plasmids in Agrobacterium tumafaciens and the sym

plasmids in Rhizobium spp. determine the host-specificity for each bacterial strain

(Brencic and  Winans, 2005; Hombrecher et al. 1984, Yanofsky et al.  1985).

Furthermore, the symbiotic and non-symbiotic plasmids of bacteria isolated from the

rhizosphere of their host plant can contain genes for the utilization of host-specific root

exudates as growth substrates (VanEgeraat 1975, Boulter 1966, Rovira 1956 Phillips et

al. 1995, Bovinin 1991, Goldman 1994, Richardson et al 2004, Guntli et al 1999). Some

of these utilization genes have been shown to confer increased competitive ability in the

rhizosphere of host-plants (Hartwig et al. 1991, Baldani et al. 1992, Oresnik et al. 1998,

Phillips et al 1995, Guntli et al 1999). The sym plasmid of Sinorhizobium meliloti

bacterium, which nodulates alfalfa roots, carries genes for the catabolism of the alfalfa
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root exudate stachydrin  (Phillips et al. 1995, Goldmann et al 1991). These genes for

stachydrin catabolism also increase the competitive ability of S. meliloti in the

rhizosphere of alfalfa (Phillips et al 1996). In addition, the root exudate stachydrin no

only supports the growth of S. meliloti, but also induces the expression of its NOD genes,

which are carried on the sym plasmid (Phillips et al. 1992). A parallel situation appears to

exist in the fungus N. haematococca where Homoserine a root exudates of its host plant

pea serves as a growth substrate and induces the expression of a pectin-degrading gene,

PelD, which is a pathogenicity gene in this fungus (Rogers et al., 2000; Yang et al. 2005).

The transfer of plasmids between bacteria has long been known as a means to

change the properties of bacteria and is another form of horizontal transfer of large

“genomic islands” of DNA which is major force in the evolution of bacteria and allow

them to inhabit new environments (Arber 2000; Lawrence et al., 2005; Martínez-Romero

& Caballero-Mellado 1996).  The clustering of genes for colonizing certain habitat may

facilitate the transfer of those genes and improve their retention by positive selection in

those environments (Lawrence et al. 1997).  The current work provides the first example

of a specific habitat, the rhizosphere of pea, for which the clustering of genes on a CD

chromosome might be beneficial not only for host-specificity, but also for environmental

selection conducive to horizontal gene transfer. Many lines of evidence have implied that

DNA present on the CD chromosomes might have originated through horizontal gene

transfer. CD chromosomes are present in some, but not all, the member of several fungal

species, and often contain DNA not found in other portions of the genome (Covert et al.

1998). Although CD chromosomes also may share middle repetitive sequences (De Groot
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et al. 1998, Kim et al. 1995), they may lack repetitive elements found on other

chromosomes (Aharonowitz et al. 1992, Massel et al. 1996, Massel et al. 1993).

Furthermore, in the fungus Colletotrichum gloeosporioides one of these extra

chromosome was laterally transferred from one strain to the other (He et al 1998).

 In the fungus N. haematococca CD chromosomes carry pathogenicity genes,

which expand the host range of individual isolates (Covert et al 1996; Funnel and

VanEtten 2002, Han et al. 2001). The PEP genes in the PDA1-CD chromosome have a

different codon usage and GC content when compared to the genes located on the other

chromosomes (Liu et al., 2003). The PEP genes have also been shown to have

discontinuous phylogenetic distribution, another feature of horizontally transferred DNA

(Temporini and VanEtten 2004). In the study by Temporini and VanEtten (2004) the PEP

cluster was found to be present in two other pea pathogens, Fusarium oxysporum f.sp.

pisi  and Neocosmospora boniensis and both of these root rot pathogens are HUT+ (M.

Rodriquez-Carres, manuscript in prep.). Since, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that

the rhizosphere is a conductive place for horizontal gene transfer between bacteria

(Espinosa-Urgel 2004) we hypothesize that PDA1-CD chromosome could have been

obtained through horizontal gene transfer in the rhizosphere and maintained by

environmental selection due to the clustering of host-specifying genes.

Materials and methods

Fungal strains: Isolates of N. haematococca were from the culture collection of Hans

VanEtten (Tables 1, 2, and 3). Stock cultures of N. haematococca were maintained as

slant cultures on M-29 medium (Stephens 1974) and incubated in the dark at 27°C.
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Media: Ustilago minimal medium, M-100 (Stephens 1974) was used to measure the

growth of N. haematococca on different carbon and/or nitrogen sources.  M-100 medium

contains 0.01g/ml Glu as the carbon source and 0.003 g/ml NH3(NO3)2 as the nitrogen

source and was modified by replacing Glu and/or NH3(NO3)2  with the following

chemicals: homoserine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (HS medium), trigonelline

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (TGR medium), stachydrin-HCL (TCI America,

Portland, OR) (STR medium), and γ-glutamyl-D-alanyl (a gift from Dr. Andrew Mort,

Department of Biochemistry, Molecular and Cellular Biology, Oklahoma State

University) (GAA medium). None of the isolates could grow on D-homoserine so in

some experiments DL-homoserine was used instead of L-homoserine because DL-

homoserine was more readily available.

Spore production and collection: N. haematococca spores were produced on Petri

dishes containing M-29 medium (Stephens 1974).  Cultures were incubated at 24±1oC

under lighted conditions to encourage conidiation.  After 1-2 wk, spores were harvested,

suspended in sterile water centrifuged for 10 min at 7000 rpm, rinsed with sterile water,

re-centrifuged for 10 min at 7000 rpm, and suspended in sterile water. Spores were

counted in a Neubauer counting chamber. For rhizosphere competence assays the

numbers of spores in the inocula were confirm by plating diluted spores on PDA agar

(Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI) and counting fungal colonies.

Growth assays: When the change in culture turbidity was used to measure growth, 100

µl of liquid medium containing the substrate was placed in the wells of 96-well

microtiter-plates and each well was inoculated with ~500 spores. Plates were incubated in
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a moist chamber at 27°C. Turbidity was measured by OD spectrophotometer readings at

540nm and 620nm every 12 -24 hr over a 5-day period. To assay growth by measuring

change in dry weight, test tubes containing 2 ml of liquid medium were inoculated with

5,000-10,000 conidia and incubated at room temperature on a gyorotatory shaker at 100

rpm, for 13 days. Mycelium was collected by filtration udinh cotton VWR filter paper

(1.5 cm diameter, medium porosity and flow rate, particle retention 5µm) and weighed

after drying at 50-60°C for 2 days. Radial growth was measured by inoculating semi-

solid media (0.35 g/ml Gelrite Gellan Gum; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) containing

Glu or HS with 25 µl of a spore suspension. After 4 days colony diameters were

measured to determine the relative percentage of growth in HS/Glu. To measure TRG

trigonelline (TGR) toxicity different amounts of it were added to M-100 in semi-solid

medium.  Semi-solid TGR media were inoculated with square plugs of agar (0.5cm x

0.5cm) of actively growing mycelium.

Benomyl treatment to induce loss of the PDA1-CD chromosome: Fifty ml of M-100

medium containing 37µg of benomyl were inoculated with ~30,000 spores of isolate 77-

13-4 and the culture incubated at room temperature with shaking at 190 rpm. After 8 days

the culture was filtered through two layers of cotton filter paper and 25 ml of liquid M-

100 with 18µg of benomyl was added to the filtrate to obtain a final volume of 75 ml.

After 6 days the culture was filtered again and the filtrate was centrifuged for 10 min at

3000 rpm. The spore pellet was washed three times with sterile water and inoculated into

50 ml of liquid 0.025g/mlDL-HS medium followed by overnight incubation at room

temperature with shaking at 50 rpm. The culture was then filtered through one layer of
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cotton filter paper to remove germinated spores and centrifuged. Spores were

resuspended in water and inoculated (150 spores/plate) onto M-100 agar medium with

0.0008g/ml Triton X-100 (Fisher Scientific Pittsburgh, PA). Plates were immediately

overlaid with nylon membranes (curtain fabric; three fibers/mm) as previously described

(VanEtten and Kølmar 1977; VanEtten et al. 1998). After 24 hr, the nylon membranes

were removed from the M-100 plates and transferred to 0.025g/mlDL-HS agar medium

with 0.0004g/ml Triton X-100.  Spores were collected from those colonies on the M-100

medium that did not grow when transferred to the HS agar medium.  After single-spore

isolation, one representative spore from each of the colonies was retested on the HS

medium and those that did not grow on the HS medium (HT-1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10)

were stored for further analysis.   Two different colony morphologies were obtained:

isolates that produced smaller colonies (HT-1, 3, 4, and 5), and isolates that produced

normal size colonies (HT-6, 7, 8, 9, and 10).  As controls, colonies that grew on HS, and

had either normal or small morphology, were also isolated (e.g. HT 11 is a control

representative of the small morphology and HT-12, of the normal colony morphology).

Pulse-Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) analyses of chromosomal DNA:  The

preparation of protoplast for the chromosomal analysis was performed as previously

described by Taga et al. (1998), with the exception that 1.2M MgSO4 was used as the

osmotic medium instead of 1.2M NaCl. Plugs containing protoplasts were loaded onto an

agarose gel (0.008g/ml pulse field certified agarose, Bio-Rad) prepared in running buffer

(0.5x TBE). PFGE running conditions to separate the chromosomes in the size range of
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0.5 to 6 Mb were: 1.5 V/cm, ramp pulse time 3600 to 1800 s, 115h; 1.5 V/cm, 1800 to

1300 s, 24h; 1.8 V/cm, 1300 to 800 s, 30 h; 2.4 V/cm, 800-600 s, 30 h (Taga et al. 1998).

Fluorescence hybridization:  Fixed specimens of mitotic nuclei and chromosomes for

cytological observation were prepared by a germ tube burst method (GTBM) as

previously described by Taga et al. (1998 and 1999). The probe, genomic DNA from

isolate 77-13-4, was labeled with biotin-14-dATP by nick translation using the BioNick

Labeling System (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA).  Hybridization was carried out as

previously described (Tsuchiya and Taga 2001, Tsuchiya et al. 2002) with minor

modifications. Hybridization mixture containing 50% (v/v) formamide, 10% (v/v)

dextran sulfate, 100 ng /µl sonicated salmon sperm DNA, biotin-labeled genomic DNA

(from isolate 77-13-4), and 500X blocking DNA (fragmented genomic DNA from isolate

HT-3) in 2X SSC was applied to the specimens. After 72 h, coverslips were removed and

the slides were washed once for 15 min in 50% formamide dissolved in 4X SSC at 37ºC,

twice for 10 min in 2X SSC, once for 5 min. in 4X SSC, and then blocked with 0.01g/ml

Block Ace (Dainippon Pharmaceutical, Osaka, Japan) for 15 min in 4X SSC at room

temperature.  The slides were incubated with goat anti-biotin antibody (Vector

Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and subsequently stained with Alexa Fluor 488-

conjugated rabbit anti-goat antibody (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, OR). Incubations

for antibody binding were carried out at 37ºC for 1 hr, followed by washing for 10 min in

4X SSC, for 15 min in 4X SSC containing 0.001g/ml Triton X-100, for 15 min in 4X

SSC, and for 5 min in 2X SSC.   Observations were made with an epifluorescence

microscope (Olympus BX60) equipped with an U-MWU2 excitation cube (Olympus); for
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DAPI an U-MNB excitation cube (Olympus) for Alexa Fluor 488, and triple band pass

filter (Chroma) for DAPI and Alexa Fluor 488.  Pictures were taken with a CCD camera

(Optronics DEI-750D).

Real-time quantitative RT-PCR: The cell number was determined from the target gene

copy number in the unknown samples. The copy number of the target gene was

quantified by comparing the Ct value of the unknown sample to the Ct value of the

respective standard curve (Heid et al. 1996, Livak et al. 1995). Standard curves were

constructed with serial dilutions of PCR products obtained from genomic DNA of isolate

77-13-4 and pea plants using the same primer pairs as those used for real-time

quantitative PCR of rhizosphere samples.Sequences for the N. haematococca actin gene

were obtained from Liu et al. (2003) and used for RT-PCR in order to asses the total

number of fungal cell of both Tr78.2 and HT-1 in the rhizosphere samples. The sequence

from the N. haematococca PDA1 was used for RT-PCR to detect the number of fungal

cells of Tr78.2.  Tr78.2 lacks a wild type copy of PDA1 but it has the hygromycin

resistance gene flanked by 692bp at the 5’ and 888bp at the 3’ from the PDA1 gene

(Wasmann and VanEtten, 1996) and sequences from the 888bp fragment were used for

the RT-PCR. RT- quantitative PCR using TaqMan® technology was performed on the

Abbott Prism® System (Abbott Park, Illinois) according to the manufacturer's protocol.

Sequences of primers (Invitrogen Corporation; Carlsbad, California) and TaqMan®

fluorescent probes (Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA) used in the quantitative real-

time PCR study for PDA1: the primers, forward, 5'-GATGAGCAGACTGAGGTTGGT-

3', reverse, 5'-CTGTGATGCCAAGGTCACTTA-3', and the probe, FAM-AAGCGATC-
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TTTGGCAACGATGCAAG-TAMRA; for β-Actin: the primers, forward, 5'-ATCCACG-

TCACCACCTTCAA-3', reverse, 5'-GTGCCAGAGTTAGAAATGATC-3', and the

probe, FAM-ACATCGACATCACACTTCATGATGGAG-TAMRA.

The Rubisco activase (RCA) gene from pea was used to measure the number of pea cells

in the sample and as a means of normalizing the amount and quality of genomic DNA.

RCA mRNA sequences were obtained from 12 plant species from the GenBank sequence

database and these sequences were aligned using the Clustal function of MacVector

software.  The region that showed the highest homology across species were chosen for

the positioning of PCR primers, forward, 5'-CATTATGATGAGTGCTGGAGA-3' and

reverse, 5'-TCCATACGACCATCACGGAT-3'. These primers were used to amplify the

corresponding ~350bp region in the pea RCA gene, using cultivar Little Marvel genomic

DNA as the template, and the pea RCA DNA sequence were used for the positioning of

PCR primers and Taqman® probe.  For RCA: the primers, forward, 5'-

CCTCTTCATCAACGATCTCGAT-3', reverse, 5'-GGTTGTCAGCAATGTTCATGAG-

3', and the probe, TET-CACCGTCAACAACCAGATGGTGA-ATG-TAMRA.

Each TaqMan® probe was designed to anneal to the specific sequence between the

forward and reverse primers of its target gene but with at least 5oC higher Tm than the

primers.  Individual probes contain a reporter fluorochrome (6-carboxyfluorescein [6-

FAM] for PDA-1 and Actin, tetrachloro-6-carboxyfluorescein [TET] for RCA) at its 5'

end and a quencher fluorochrome (6-carboxy-tetramethyl-rhodamine [TAMRA]) at the 3'

end.  PCR runs were performed in duplicate, with duplicate reactions on each run. Each

reaction had a total volume of 25 ul containing 12.5 µl of qPCR® Mastermix Plus
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(Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA; contains reaction buffer dNTPs (including dUTP), Hot

Goldstar® DNA polymerase, 5mM MgCl2, uracil-N-glycosylase, stabilizers, and passive

reference), 300 nM forward primer, 300 nM reverse primer, 200 nM Taqman® probe, 2 µl

rhizosphere DNA template, and 9 µl of sterile distilled water. The PCR run began with a

uracil-N-glycosylase step at 50oC for 2 min, followed by an initial denaturation and Hot

Goldstar® DNA polymerase activation step at 95oC for 10 min., and 40 cycles at 95oC for

15 sec. and 60oC for 30 sec.
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APPENDIX C. THE ABILITY OF NECTRIA HAEMATOCOCCA AND OTHER
PEA ROOT PATHOGENS TO GROW ON HOMOSERINE, A PEA ROOT

EXUDATE

M. Rodriguez-Carres, and H. D. VanEtten. Division of Plant Pathology and
Microbiology, Department of Plant Science, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.

Abstract

Previous studies have shown that Nectria haematococca field isolates pathogenic

on pea roots are able to grow on homoserine, an amino acid present in unusually high

amounts in pea root exudates.  The gene(s) conferring the ability to utilized homoserine

(HUT) was shown to be present on the same supernumerary chromosome that contains a

cluster of pea pathogenicity genes (the PEP cluster).  The supernumerary chromosome

containing a HUT gene and the PEP cluster have been called “conditionally dispensable”

(CD) chromosomes since they are not needed for axenic growth, but are important for

expanding the environmental habitats of individual isolates.  One of the genes in the PEP

cluster codes for pisatin demethylase (PDA1) which detoxifies the antimicrobial

phytoalexin, pisatin, produced by pea.  There are several homologues of the PDA gene

located on CD chromosomes or dispensable parts of the genome in N. haematococca.

One of these genes (PDA4) is also associated with virulence on pea and found on another

CD chromosome that also has part of the PEP cluster.  The current study evaluated

whether the PDA4-CD chromosome carries a HUT gene(s) and whether other fungi that

are pea pathogens can also utilize homoserine as a sole carbon and nitrogen source.

Results from the current study suggest that the Hut+ phenotype is controlled by more than

one gene in N. haematococca. In addition, because other pea pathogenic fungi were also
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able to grow on homoserine these results suggest a strong linkage between the ability to

be a pea pathogen and to grow on homoserine. Thus we hypothesize that the ability to

utilize this pea root exudate may confer a selective advantage to most root rot pathogens

in the rhizosphere of pea prior to the infection of the roots.

Introduction

The molecular mechanisms and genetic traits involved in host and pathogen

recognition, as well as the signaling cascades triggered during microbial pathogenicity

and plant defense have been subject of studies for at least six decades. In the early 1960’s

it was established that in order for microbes to become pathogens they need to overcome

their hosts defense responses (Cruickshank 1962).  Among plant defenses is the ability to

produce phytoalexins, antimicrobial compounds produced and accumulated in response

to infection. Different plant species produced different types of phytoalexins, and a large

body of evidence indicates that a pathogen of a specific host is usually tolerant to that

host’s phytoalexin (Cruickshank 1965, Darvill and Albersheim 1984, VanEtten et al

1989, Morrissey and Osbourn 1999).

In bacteria, many of the traits for pathogenicity, symbiosis and/or host-specificity

are located on plasmids, pathogenicity islands or symbiotic islands (Hacker and Carniel

2001, Groisman and Ochman 1996, Ochman et al 2000, Zhang et al 2001, Galibert et al

2001). Pathogenicity and symbiotic islands are regions of bacterial chromosomes that

contain pathogenicity or symbiotic genes. These regions normally have a different GC

content than adjacent regions and are surrounded by repetitive and mobile elements. It is

widely accepted that bacterial plasmids and pathogenicity and symbiotic islands are
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acquired through horizontal transfer (Galibert et al 2001, Goodner et al 2001,González et

al 2003, Hacker and Carniel 2001, Ochman et al 2000).

In fungi, evidence is accumulating that suggest horizontal gene transfer might

play a role in shaping fungal genomes and the acquisition and evolution of pathogenic

determinants (Covert 1998, Rosewich and Kistler 2000, Walton 2000). An example of

genes thought to originate through horizontal transfer is the cluster of genes for pea

pathogenicity (PEP cluster) located on a “conditionally dispensable” (CD) chromosome

of the fungus Nectria haematococca. Interestingly, CD chromosomes in fungi are not

present in all members of a species, and are not needed for axenic growth, but when

present they expand an isolate’s habitat (Miao et al 1991a and 1991b, VanEtten et al

1994, Covert 1998, Funnell and VanEtten 2002, Funnell et al 2002, Hatta et al 2002).

The PEP genes, located on a CD chromosome, were shown to have a different GC

content and codon-usage when compared to the rest of the genome (Han et al 2001, Liu

et al 2003), and to have a discontinuous distribution among related fungi (Temporini and

VanEtten 2004).  All of these features are associated with horizontal gene transfer (Regan

2001, Bushman 2002).

The PDA1 gene, a member of the PEP cluster, encodes an enzyme responsible for

the detoxification of the pea phytoalexin, pisatin (VanEtten et al 1989). Because the

PDA1 gene is routinely used as a marker for the presence of this CD chromosome, it has

been called the PDA1-CD chromosome (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996). The PDA1-CD

chromosome also contains the gene(s) for homoserine utilization (HUT) (Rodriguez-

Carres et al, manuscript in prep., appendix B). Homoserine is a transitional amino acid
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released in large amount in pea roots (VanEgeraat 1975a).  Previous work has suggested

that the HUT gene(s) might provide this pea root pathogenic fungus with a competitive

advantage in the pea rhizosphere before causing disease on the roots (Rodriguez-Carres et

al, manuscript in prep., appendix B).  A similar situation has been found in the nitrogen

fixing bacteria Rhizobium leguminosarum, where the symbiotic plasmid that contains the

genes for nodulation and nitrogen fixation also carries the genes for homoserine

utilization (VanEgeraat 1975b). Thus, analogous to bacterial symbiotic plasmids that

carry genes for colonization and nodulation of pea roots, the PDA1-CD chromosome

contains genes for colonization and infection of pea roots.

Previous genetic analyses of N. haematococca field isolates have identified seven

PDA genes in this fungus  (Funnell et al 2002). All cloned PDA genes shared high amino

acid similarity (>90%), and encode for a cytochrome P450 enzyme of the CYP 57 family

(Maloney and VanEtten 1994, George and VanEtten 2001).  However, the only PDA

genes (PDA1, PDA4, and PDA5) that are linked to virulence on pea are those readily

induced by pisatin (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996, Mackintosh et al 1989, Funnell et al

2002).  This phenotype is referred to as PdaH (for high activity) while those PDA genes

that are not readily induced are referred to as PdaL (low activity) (Hirschi and VanEtten

1996, Straney and VanEtten 1994, George et al 1998).  All the PDA genes are on CD

chromosomes and/or other dispensable portions of the N. haematococca genome (Funnell

et al 2002, Funnell and VanEtten 2002, Miao et al 1991a and b).  One purpose of this

study was to determine if the Hut+ phenotype was linked to those PDA genes associated
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with virulence and, if so, whether the HUT gene(s) might also be located on the other

PDA-CD chromosomes as is the case in the PDA1-CD chromosome.  

In addition to N. haematococca, all true fungi that are pea pathogens have been

shown to have pisatin Pda activity (Delserone et al 1999).   Therefore, this study tests

whether the Hut+ phenotype was another trait linked to pea pathogenicity, which could

indicate that utilization of this root exudates confers a competitive ability for root rot

pathogens of pea in the rhizospheres of their host.

Results

Evaluation of a linkage between PDA genes and a Hut+ phenotype

The genetically characterized PDA genes were obtained from 5 field isolates and several

of these field isolates had more than one PDA gene (Funnell et al 2002).  When these

were tested for growth on homoserine, the field isolates that had PDA1 and PDA4 grew

on homoserine (Table 1). Ascospore reference isolates that contained a single PDA gene

for each of the known PDA genes have been produced (Miao et al 1992, Mackintosh et al

1989) and again, only the reference isolates with PDA1 or PDA4 were able to use

homoserine as a sole carbon and nitrogen source (Table 1).  Prior genetic characterization

of the PDA4 gene had produced a number of progeny with different PDA genotypes from

crosses of parental isolates with or without PDA4 and other PDA genes (Mackintosh et al

1989).  A few of these progeny were retrievable from storage and were used to further

test the relationship between PDA4 and HUT genes.   Preliminary analyses showed that

every Hut+ progeny contains either the PDA4 or the PDA1 gene (Table 2).  However, not
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Table 1. Field and laboratory isolates of N. haematoccca
Strain Weight Hut Host PDA
  (mg)      

T2 6.5  + pea PDA1, 2
T7 1.3 +/- mulberry PDA 5,7

T10 5.7 + pea PDA 5
T23 7.0  + pea PDA4, 2
T78 0.4  - alfalfa PDA3, 6
T161 0.6 - unnkown PDA6, 2
T 200 1.8 +/- red clover PDA 6
T468 7.3  + pea PDA1, 3, 6

44-100 0.4  - lab strain  PDA -
44-16 5.8  + lab strain PDA1
96-17 0.5  - lab strain PDA2
62-22 0.4  - lab strain PDA3

196-10-1 4.3  + lab strain PDA4
55-5-1 0.4  - lab strain PDA5

156-30-6 0.4  - lab strain PDA6
Dry weight (mg) of isolates grown in 2.5% L-homoserine
(HS) liquid medium. Hut is the observed growth phenotype in
semi solid HS medium.
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Table 2. Progeny segregating for the PDA4gene tested on homoserine
Cross Parental strains

(phenotypes and genotypes)
Progeny PDA Hut

179-1-1 PDA4 +
179

T161 (PDA-, Hut-)
X

T23 (PDA4, Hut+) 179-5 - -
199-6-3 PDA4 -
199-2-7 PDA2 -
199-8-2 - -199

T161 (PDA-, Hut-)
X

179-1-1 (PDA4, PDA2, Hut+) 199-2-6 - -
196-10-7 PDA4 -
196-10-1 PDA4 +
196-1-4 PDA4 +
196-2-1 PDA4 +
196-4-1 - -

196
179-1-1 (PDA4, PDA2, Hut+)

X
44-46 (PDA-, Hut-)

196-6-1 - -
221-1-1 PDA- -
221-3-1 PDA4 -221

196-10-7 (PDA4, Hut-)
X

44-100 (PDA-, Hut-) 221-5-4 PDA4 -
212-5-1 PDA1 +
212-5-3 PDA1 +
212-5-2 PDA4 -
212-5-6 PDA4 -
212-5-4 PDA1 +
212-5-7 PDA1 +

212
196-10-7 (PDA4, Hut-)

X
77-13-6 (PDA1, Hut+)

212-5-5 PDA4 -
Hut is the observed growth phenotype on semi solid homoserine medium.
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all PDA4 containing isolates were Hut+.  This could mean that HUT is not closely linked

to PDA4 or that more then one gene is controlling the Hut+ phenotype.

To determine the genetic control of the Hut+ phenotype and whether a HUT gene

might be on the same CD chromosome that contains PDA4, a series of crosses were made

between isolates with the PDA4 gene that differed in their Hut phenotypes (Table 3).  The

CD chromosomes are often meiotically unstable and not inherited in a manner consistent

with normal Mendelian inheritance ratios (Maio et 1991 a and b, Funnell et al 2002).

This phenomenon was observed in these crosses as in two of the crosses (372, 373) both

parents have the PDA4 gene and thus all progeny should be Pda+ but ~20% are Pda-.

Thus it is difficult to interpret the meaning of the ratios for the inheritance of the Hut+

phenotype, if a HUT gene is on the PDA4-CD chromosome.   Normally, the inheritence

of Hut+ phenotype in crosses 371, 372 and 373 could be interpreted as at least two genes

controlling the homoserine utilization trait.   Only one parent is Hut+ and about 1/8 of the

progenies inherited the Hut+ phenotype  (P > 0.05 for two HUT genes).  Nevertheless, it

is clear that the linkage between PDA4 and the Hut+ phenotype can be broken as two of

the progeny were Pda- and Hut+ (Table 3).
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Table 3. Crosses showing Hut segregation in relation to Pda
Cross

number
Parental strains Total

progeny
Hut+ Pda- Pda+ Hut+

Pda+
Hut+

Pda-

371
179-1-1 (PDA4, PDA2, Hut+)

X
44-46 (PDA-, Hut-)

77 10 43 34 10 0

372
196-10-7 (PDA4, Hut-)

X
179-1-1 (PDA4, PDA2, Hut+)

60 11 11 49 10 1

373
196-1-4 (PDA4, Hut+)

X
196-10-7 (PDA4, Hut-)

44 8 8 36 7 1
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Ability to use homoserine by pea pathogens and other fungi.  A collection of

other fungi has been evaluated for their pathogenicity on pea and their Pda phenotypes

and genotypes (Delserone et al. 1999, Temporini and VanEtten 2004).  These fungi and

others were tested for their ability to use homoserine as a sole carbon and nitrogen

source.   All isolates of the five pea-pathogenic species grew on homoserine (Table 4).

Although some fungi that are not pathogens of pea had the ability to catabolize

homoserine, this was not a common ability in fungi as only 7 of the 26 isolates

representing 5 of 22 different fungal taxa had this ability (Table 4).

Discusion

Previous work, which has involved genetic studies and cultural manipulations that

cause the lost of the PDA1-CD chromosome, had shown that a HUT gene is on the

PDA1-CD chromosome (Rodriguez-Carres et al, manuscript in prep., appendix B).

Although the PDA4 is on chromosome that is similar in size to the PDA1-CD

chromosome, is linked to pea pathogenicity and has the PEP cluster genes (Mackintosh et

al 1989, Miao et al 1991b, Temporini and VanEtten 2002), it was possible to break the

linkage of the Hut+ phenotype to PDA4 (Table 3).  Thus the genetic control of the Hut

phenotype appears different in N. haematococca isolates with the PDA1-CD chromosome

from isolates with the PDA4-CD chromosomes.  However, this study did not resolve

whether there is a HUT gene on the PDA4-CD chromosome since truncated versions of a

CD chromosome can be formed and transmitted during meiosis (Miao et al 1991a).  Thus

it is possible that a truncated
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Table 4. Growth of other fungal species in homoserine

Fungal Species Isolate Hut Source
Mycospharella pinodes T414 + Pea*

Ascochyta pisi T425, T411 + Pea*
Phoma pinodella T409 + Pea*

Neocosmospora boniensis 22470 + Pea*
Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. pisi F69, F83, F184, F415 + Pea*

F. solani f. sp. phaseoli FB15 + Beans
F. oxysporum f. sp. melonis PT1 + Melon
F. oxysporum f. sp. raphani 724 + Radish

F. oxysporum f. sp. conglutinas 722 - Sugar beet
F. oxysporum f. sp. cubense 3S1 - Cucumber

F. reticulatum T464, T465 + Pagota tree
F. verticilliodes A0102 - Small grains

Alternaria alternata T507 - Tomato, potato
Colletotrichum coccodes T508 - Potato

A. solani T518, T517 - Tomato
Thelaviopsis basicola "T9" - Tobacco
Septoria lycopersici T512 - Tomato

Stemphylium botryosum T557 - Tomato
C. destruction T546 - Alfalfa, red clover

C. trifolii T456 - Alfalfa
C. graminocola T438 - Sorghum*

Gleocespora sorghi T443 - Sorghum*
Phoma pinodella T393 + Chickpea*

Cryponectria parasitica NA - Chestnut tree
Magnoporthe grisea MJO - Rice

Gaeumannomyces  graminis ? - Wheat
Neurospora crassa 2309, 74 - Saprobe

*Isolates shown to be pea pathogens, and have Pda activity (Delserone et al 1999)
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version of the PDA4-CD chromosome was present in the Pda-, Hut+ progeny of cross 372

and 373.  In addition, the localization of the HUT genes in the backgrounds of the PDA4

and PDA1-CD chromosomes could differ because of recombination and or transposition

events. Recombination and transposition events are readily found between symbiotic

plasmids (Brewin et al 1982, Flores et al 1988, Brom et al 1991, Zhang et al

2001,Gonzalez et al. 2003), and between symbiotic plasmids and the regular

chromosomes (Masterson et al 1985) in nitrogen-fixing bacteria. Interestingly, field

strains of nitrogen-fixing bacteria usually contain many symbiotic plasmids, assuring

wider host range and plasticity, and the genes for nitrogen fixation and nodulation are

commonly surrounded by mobile elements (Galibert et al 2001, Goodner et al 2001,

Gonzalez et al 2003).  Similar phenomena may be happening with the CD chromosomes

of N. haematococca.

Alternatively, it is also possible that there are two genes needed for the Hut+

phenotype and one of these genes was present in the genetic background of all the crosses

involving the PDA1-CD chromosomes but not in those involving the PDA4-CD

chromosome.  In an attempt to determine if there is more than one HUT gene needed for

the Hut+ phenotype, 7 crosses were made between compatible Hut- isolates from cross

number 196, and between Hut- isolates from cross 196, and isolates 44-100 or 44-46 (all

isolates are shown in Table 3). A total of 4000 ascospores from each cross were screened

in mass for a Hut+ phenotype.  No Hut+ ascospores were identified.  Although the

relationship of HUT genes to the PDA4-CD chromosome is not resolved, there was no
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indication that HUT genes are associated with any of the other PDA genes or PDA-CD

chromosomes in N. haematococca (Table 1).  This lack of linkage included a PDA gene

(PDA5) that has been linked to virulence, although PDA5 does not appear to be on a CD

chromosome but rather within a portion of a normal chromosome that is dispensable

(Funnell et al 2002).  Thus virulence on pea does not require the Hut+ phenotype.

However, isolates with only the PDA5 gene are not as virulent as isolates with only

PDA1 or PDA4 (Funnell et al 2002).  The cloning of a HUT gene will not only help

explain the relationship of the Hut phenotype in N. haematococca but also will allow a

direct evaluation of the Hut phenotype to rhizosphere colonization and virulence on pea.

The observation that all the other fungal pathogens of pea have a Hut+ phenotype

demonstrate a correlation between these pea root rot fungi and the ability to use a specific

nutrient found in pea root exudates (Table 4).  Hence, it is possible that in nature there is

a selective advantage for pea pathogens that are able to grow on homoserine.  Therefore,

the ability to use homoserine may be another trait, like Pda, that is important pea

pathogenicity.  It will be interesting to examine whether in pea root pathogenic fungi the

initial site of infection coincides with the sites of production of homoserine, the lateral

roots in the pea plant (VanEgeraat 1975a).  In pea plants homoserine also has been shown

to accumulate in large amounts in the vegetative tissue because it is used for the storage

and transport of carbon and nitrogen (Pate 1980, Murray 1985,), hence it is also possible

that the homoserine utilization might be important in nutrient acquisition after the fungus

has infected the plant.
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While the ability to use homoserine in fungi other than pea pathogens is not

common, some fungi pathogenic on other legumes could catabolize this amino acid

(Table 4).  Previous work has shown the presence of homoserine in the root exudates of

chickpea (Kush and Dadarwal 1980) and seedlings of lentils as well as pea (Murray 1985,

Rozan et al 2001), and it is apparently also present in vegetative tissue in jack bean

(Rosenthal 1982). Therefore, the Hut+ phenotype might be beneficial for pathogenicity on

other plants.

Materials and Methods.

Fungal strains: N. haematococca strains, and other fungal species were obtained from

the culture collection of Hans VanEtten (ref). Stock cultures of N. haematococca were

maintained as slant cultures on M-29 medium (Stephens 1974) and incubated in a dark

chamber at 27°C.  Other fungal species were maintained on potato dextrose agar (PDA)

at 25-27°C.

Crosses: Individual isolates for crosses were maintained on M-29 medium with

continuous fluorescent light at 17-20°C for 15 days. Crosses and random-ascospore

isolations were performed according to previously published protocols (Mackintosh et al

1989), except 20x20mm petri-plates were used instead of test tube-slants.  The

homoserine utilization phenotype (Hut+) was assayed by determining the growth of N.

haematococca on homoserine, according to previously described protocols (Rodriguez-

Carres et al, manuscript in prep., appendix B).  The ability to demethylate pisatin (Pda+)
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was determined as described in Mackintosh et al (1989), except that phenotype was

scored 6 days after inoculation of pistain containing media.
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Abstract

The habitat diversity of the fungus Nectria haematococca is due, in part, to the

presence of supernumerary chromosomes that contain unique habitat- specifying genes.

These chromosomes are not needed for axenic growth, but because they expand the niche

and habitat range of the individual isolates they have been called “conditionally

dispensable” (CD) chromosomes.  One of these CD chromosomes contains a cluster of

genes for pea pathogenicity called the PEP cluster. Due to differences in GC content and

codon usage when compared to the genes from other chromosomes it has been suggested

that the genes in the PEP cluster, as well as the CD chromosome, might have a foreign

origin. One of the genes in the PEP cluster, PDA1, is used as the marker for the presence

of this CD chromosome hence it has been called the PDA1-CD chromosome. Isolates that

are pea root pathogens contain the PDA1-CD chromosome. Interestingly, genes for the

utilization of homoserine, a compound secreted in uniquely large amounts by pea roots,

are located on the PDA1-CD chromosome and it has been shown that the presence of the

PDA1-CD chromosome confers isolates with a competitive advantage in the pea
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rhizosphere. In this study, a partial map of the 1.6 Mb PDA1-CD chromosome of N.

haematococca was constructed with the purposes of helping the identification of the

putative gene(s)for homoserine utilization (HUT) and other novel genes that might be

located on this CD chromosome. Furthermore, anchoring of the PDA1-CD chromosome

map to the genomic sequence of N. haematococca allowed synteny studies between this

CD chromosome and another CD chromosome, the MAK1-CD chromosome.  This CD

chromosome is of a similar size to the PDA1-CD chromosome, and contains a gene

(MAK1) for pathogenicity on chickpea.  This study suggests that about 463Kb (>87%

sequence identity) is unique to the CD chromosomes but shared between both CD

chromosomes. In addition, each chromosome has > 1 Mb of unique DNA that is not

shared between both CD chromosomes, nor present anywhere else in the genome of the

sequenced N. haematococca isolate. This evidence suggests that there is a common

ancestral origin of CD chromosomes in N. haematococca and that each chromosome has

acquired substantial unique DNA from another source.

1. Introduction

B  chromosomes are supernumerary, or extra chromosomes originally found in

Hemiptera (true bugs) by Wilson in 1907. Since then, these chromosomes have been

found to be present in many species belonging to three different kingdoms, plants,

animals, and fungi (for review see Palestis et al. 2004, Camacho et al. 2000).  B

chromosomes, in contrast to normal set of chromosomes, A chromosomes, are not

present in all members of a species and are dispensable to the organisms that contain

them (Camacho et al 200). The majority of B chromosomes have been described as
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mostly selfish, non-coding DNA, parasitic, and detrimental to their hosts (Jones and Rees

1982, Camacho et al 2000). However, in frogs and insects a few genes from B

chromosomes are known to be expressed (Green 1988, Brockhouse et al 1989), and in

plants, some B chromosomes are associated with beneficial effects, such as resistance to

fungal disease, seed germination vigor, and genetic fitness (Dhrawattanna and Sadanaga

1973, Gonzalez-Sanchez et al 2004, for review see Jones and Rees 1982). In animals and

plants it is proposed that B chromosomes may have originated more than once through

evolution (Camacho et al 2000). The main hypothesis, supported by a large body of

experimental evidence, is that B chromosomes come from A chromosomes of either the

same species, or a closely related species (see reviews by Camacho et al 2000, Palestis et

al 2004). The consensus is that B chromosomes probably originated many times through

evolution as a result of the plasticity of the complex genomes of higher eukaryotes

(Camacho et al 2001, Palestis et al 2004). The biology of B chromosomes has been

difficult to elucidate because they might have different origins, and, in some cases they

replicate independently, undergo translocation and recombination events, and do not

follow traditional Mendelian inheritance patterns  (Camacho et al 2000, Palestis et al

2004, Green 1990).

In fungi B chromosomes appear to be present in many species (Zolan 1995), and

in one case have been shown to be horizontally transferred (He et al. 1998).  Although

their origins are not well known, a large body of evidence suggests that, in fungi, these B

chromosomes carry genes important for pathogenicity (see review by Covert 1998, Hatta

et al 2002). Because of this property, these fungal B chromosomes have been called
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conditionally dispensable (CD) chromosomes (Covert 1998). CD chromosomes are not

needed for axenic growth, however they are required for pathogenicity and survival in

different niches (Covert 1998, VanEtten et al. 200, Rodriguez-Carres et al, manuscript in

prep. appendix B). This is the case with the fungus Nectria haematococca, where the first

pathogenicity genes located on a CD chromosome were described (Miao et al. 1991).

Field isolates of this fungus vary in their chromosome number (Miao et al 1991, Suga et

al 2002, Funnell et al 2002), and the presence of a specific 1.6 Mb CD chromosome was

found to be associated with pathogenicity on pea plants (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996).

Subsequent research demonstrated that a cluster of genes for pea pathogenicity (PEP

cluster) is located on this chromosome (Han et al 2001). A gene in the PEP cluster,

PDA1, encodes for a cytochrome P450 that is involved in the detoxification of pisatin, an

antimicrobial compound (phytoalexin) produced and accumulated by pea plants in

response to microbial infection (Maloney and VanEtten 1994). The PDA1 gene is

routinely used as a marker for the presence of this CD chromosome (the PDA1-CD

chromosome) (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996). Phylogenetic analyses showed that the

PEP cluster is discontinuously distributed in fungi (Temporini and VanEtten 2004) and

that the GC content and condon usage of the PEP genes are quite different from the genes

located on the A chromosomes (Liu et al 2003). Since these are features associated with

lateral transfer in bacteria (Regan 2001, Bushman 2002), this suggests that the PEP

cluster, and maybe the whole chromosome, may have originated through horizontal gene

transfer (VanEtten et al 2001). Furthermore, it was recently shown that the PDA1-CD

chromosome also carries the HUT a gene(s) for utilization of homoserine (Rodriguez-
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Carres, et al. manuscript in prep. appendix B), a compound secreted in uniquely large

amounts by pea roots (VanEgeraat 1975).  In the study by Rodriguez-Carres et al it was

demonstrated that presence a portion of the PDA1-CD chromosome that contained the

HUT gene provides isolates with a competitive advantage in the pea rhizosphere

(Rodriguez-Carres, et al. manuscript in prep. appendix B) previous to the infection of pea

roots.

Another CD chromosome in N. haematococca has been identified which carries a

gene (MAK1) for detoxifying the phytoalexins (maackiain and medicarpin) made by

chickpea.  The MAK1-CD chromosome has a very similar size (1.5 Mb) to the PDA1-CD

chromosome, and it is needed for pathogenicity on chickpea (Cover et al 1996, Enkerli et

al 2000). Previous studies demonstrated that the DNA from the MAK1 and the PDA1-CD

chromosomes crossed-hybridized, hinting that they might share some DNA (Funnell et al

unpublished).   In the current study we have constructed a map of the PDA1-CD

chromosome in order to help identify the putative homoserine utilization (HUT) genes

and other genes located on this chromosome. Since the MAK1-CD chromosome does not

contained a HUT gene (Rodriguez-Carres et al. manuscrip in prep. appendix C), synteny

studies between these two CD chromosomes further reduced the region where the HUT

genes might be located on the PDA1-CD chromosome. Synteny analyses were done by

comparing paired end-sequence data from clones in the map of the MAK1-CD

chromosome (Enkerli et al 2000) to the sequence of the PDA1-CD chromosome. These

comparative studies revealed large regions (>463 Kb) of conserved synteny between

these two CD chromosomes, indicating a common ancestor for both CD chromosomes in
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N. haematococca.  However, large areas (~ 1 Mb) in each of the CD chromosomes have

unique DNA not found elsewhere in a N. haematococca isolate harboring the PDA1-CD

chromosome.  This indicates different isolates of this fungus might contain large regions

of unique DNA which can be located on these CD chromosomes.

2. Materials and Methods:

2.1. Construction of the PDA1-CD chromosome specific sub-library

High-molecular-weight genomic DNA from isolate 77-13-7 was isolated

according to previously-described protocols  (Temporini and VanEtten 2002) and used to

construct an ordered genomic library in the cosmid vector pMOcos as described by

Orbach (1994). A total of 14,000 colonies were picked, transferred to microtiter plates

and replicated onto filter papers. To prepare a PDA1-CD chromosome specific sub-

library, filter paper replicates were hybridized to DNA of the PDA-1 CD chromosome.

The PDA1-CD chromosome DNA was obtained from protoplasts from which the

chromosomes were resolved by pulse field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and the band

representing the PDA-1 CD chromosome was cut from a low melting point agarose gel

and subsequently radiolabeled. Preparation of protoplasts from isolate 77-13-7 and the

conditions for PFGE were performed as previously described (Rodriguez-Carres et

almanuscript in prep. appendix B), except that PFGE gels were 1.2% low melting point

agarose (LMPA) instead of 1% regular agarose.  Hybridizations with the PDA1-CD

chromosome were carried out in standard solutions using standard conditions. Briefly, the

hybridizing solution was 6XSSC (1XSSC is 0.15M NaCl, 0.015 M Na3Citrate) and 0.1%

SDS. Membranes were inculbated at 65˚C for 10-12h for hybridization, and subsequently
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washed three times with 2X SSC, 0.1% SDS, and twice with 0.1X SSC, 0.1%SDS, at

65˚C. The Rad primer kit (Invitrogen) was used to radiolabel isolated chromosomal DNA

according to manufactures instructions, except that DNA was never put on ice since the

chromosomal DNA contained a final concentration of 0.4% LMPA.  A total of 726

positive-clones were identified that hybridized to the PDA-1 CD chromosomal DNA and

these clones comprise the PDA-1 CD chromosome sub-library.   

2.2. Construction of a fingerprint contig map of the PDA1-CD chromosome

The finger print data for building the contig map was collected using two

individual restriction enzyme digestions of the clones from the CD-chromosome specific

sub-library. Isolation of cosmid clone DNA, restriction enzyme digestions, and

fingerprint gels were performed accordingly to previously published protocols from the

Arizona Genomic Institute (Tomkins et al 2000, Marra et al 1999). Briefly, DNA was

isolated from cosmid clones contained in microtiter plates using a modified alkaline lysis

and a 96-well DNA extraction kit (Watmann). The DNA from the cosmid clones was

digested individually with two different enzymes, EcoRI and BamHI, and run in 1%

Agarose gels for 15 h. Gels were stained with 0.05µg/ml Ethidium Bromide solution for

1h, and washed 2 times for 15 min in water. Gels were photographed, and images were

transferred to IMAGE software for editing (Soulton et al 1988). The bands that

corresponded to the vector were deleted and the background noise edited, then the

IMAGE output was transferred to the Fingerprinting Contig Software (FPC, Souderlun et

al 1997) for fingerprint analyses. The two individual digestions with EcoRI and BamHI

were used to create the fingerprint data pattern from each individual digestion. A third
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FPC project containing the merged data from the two individual digestions was also

created. In this third project a set value was added to the BamHI data set to differentiate

the fingerprint patter from the digestions during the overlapping analysis in FPC. The

creation of three FPC projects from the same set of clones allowed the confirmation of

the overlapping clones and contigs that were generated by the FPC software. FPC is

routinely used for Bac clone fingerprinting and, since a Bac clone is ~ 4-5X larger than a

cosmid clone, restriction enzyme digestion of a Bac results in ~ 30-40 bands/Bac.  The

restriction enzyme digestion of a cosmid clone results in only 5-10 bands/cosmid. Hence,

creating the merged project allowed setting less stringent parameters for the project than

would be possible with individual digestion as there are more bands/clone resulting in the

generation of larger contigs.

As an aid to calibrate the optimal stringency parameters for identifying contigs in

each FPC project, a contig containing the clones with the PDA1 gene was first identified

from the sub-library clones by hybridization to the PDA1 gene. In addition, hybridization

to the PEP5 gene, which is centromeric relative to the PDA1 gene (Temporini and

VanEtten umpublished), allowed the orientation and anchoring of the contig containing

PDA1 and the subsequent identification of adjacent contigs. Lower stringency was

routinely done in attempts to identify overlapping contigs. The validity of the putative

overlapping contigs were evaluated by doing ribo-probes hybridizations from the cosmid

clones located at the ends of the contig. Putative overlapping cosmids were further

confirmed by DNA-fiber Fluorescence In Situ hybridizations (FISH).
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The cosmid clone DNA was purified using the Plasmid Midi Kit CosQuigen

(Quiagen).  For preparation of ribo-probes, cosmid DNA was digested in individual

reactions with EcoRV and SmaI, the reactions products combined, and used for the

synthesis of ribo-probes with the MAXIscript™  kit (Ambient).  Briefly, restriction

enzyme digested clones were primed with T3 and T7 in individual reactions, incubated

for 30 minutes at 37°C, hybridized and washed at 67 °C, according to the kit

manufacturer’s instructions. Fiber-FISH experiments were performed according to

previously described hybridization protocols (Tsuchiya et al 2002).

To anchor and confirm the physical and fingerprint map, clones representing

contigs covering the PDA1-CD chromosome map were end-sequencing by the Arizona

Genomic Institute (AGI). These sequences were blasted (using Biomatrix 62) against the

genome of N. haematococca (http://genome.jgi-psf.org//Necha1/Necha1.home.html) to

anchor the scaffolds constructed from the sequenced genome to the physical map of the

PDA1-CD chromosome. The physical map of the MAK1-CD chromosome was

previously constructed from cosmid clones, by Enekrli et al 2000.  To compare the

synteny of the PDA1- and MAK1- CD chromosomes, 67 cosmid clones representing the

minimum tilling path of the MAK1-CD chromosome were end-sequenced by AGI.

These paired end-sequences were blasted to the genome of N. haematococca as well.

The isolate, 77-13-4, sequenced by the DOE Joint Genomic Institute contains the PDA1-

CD chromosome but not the MAK1-CD chromosome (Kistler and VanEtten 1984,

Wasmann and VanEtten 1996). The location of the centromere in the PDA1-CD
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chromosome was identified based on high shared sequence identity to the clones located

adjacent to the centromere in the map of the MAK1-CD chromosome (Enkerli et al 2000).

2.3. Crosses and analysis of parents and progeny for PDA1-CD chromosomal DNA.

Isolation of progeny from the cross of isolate Tr78.2 (Wasmann and VanEtten

1996) and isolate 77-15-7 (Kistler and VanEtten1984) were performed as described by

Rodriguez-Carres and VanEtten (manuscript in prep., appendix C). Briefly, a spore

suspension from a 2-week old culture of Tr78.2 was poured over the surface of a petri

plate containing a 2-week old culture of 77-15-7.  After 2 to 4 weeks, ascospores

emerging from the perithecia were isolated, resuspended into water, plated on 6% agar

and incubated overnight. Germinating ascospores were removed from the agar plate with

tweezers and transferred to M100 media (Stephens 1974). After two days, the progeny

were tested for growth on homoserine semisolid medium according to previously

described protocols (Rodriguez-Carres et al. manuscript in prep. appendix B and C).

 Genomic fungal DNA from N. haematococca isolates for Southern

hybridizations was isolated, digested with XhoI for Southern blots according to

previously described procedures (Sambrook et al. 1989; Temporini et al 2002). Southern

blots were hybridized with DNA from cosmid clones. DNA from cosmid clones was

digested with EcoRI, which cuts the insert out (Orbach et al 1994), and run on a 1%

LMPA electrophoresis gel at 24V/cm over night. The bands corresponding to the inserts

were cut out with a scalpel and radiolabeled using the Rad-Prime kit (Gibco-BRL)

following the manufacturer’s intructions.
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3. Results

3.1. Construction of the PDA1-CD chromosome map

FPC generated a total of 42 contigs of which 24 were merged into 10 contigs after

confirmation by ribo probes and FISH.  These 10 contigs added up to 1.1Mb.  Another 18

contigs (~ 600Kb) from the CD chomosome sub-library contained very few clones and/or

contained repetitive DNA and/or rDNA and it was not possible to confirm that they were

located on the PDA1-CD chromosome.

3.2. Identification of scaffolds from the genomic sequence project that belong to the

PDA1-CD chromosome

End-sequence data from the clones representing the map of the PDA1-CD

chromosome were used to associate the contigs from the physical map to the scaffolds

generated from the sequenced DNA.  End-sequences were obtained from cosmid clones

of 10 merged contigs that represent the minimum-tilling path for these contigs on the

physical map of the PDA1-CD chromosome. The paired end-sequences were then blasted

in the publicly available genome of N. haematococca to identify genomic scaffolds that

contained sequences from the PDA1-CD chromosome. A significant match to a genomic

scaffold was based on the end-sequences having high sequence identity (>98%) to

sequence in the scaffolds and the paired end-sequences (~1Kb from each end) being  ~36

Kb apart, since that is the average insert size in the cosmid clones used.  Once the clones

were anchored to the scaffold their relative arrangement had to be in agreement with map

generated by FPC.  According to these parameters, 8 of the 10 contigs, containing

~950Kb, were anchored to the sequence of scaffolds 36 (316 Kb) and 21 (647 Kb)
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(Figure 1). Scaffold 36 contains ~65 Kb of contig 9, however the telomeric portion of

contig 9, ~ 70 Kb, according to results from fiber-FISH and ribo probe experiments,

seems to be located in scaffold 28 (470 Kb). Therefore it is likely that scaffold 28 is

telomeric to scaffold 36. Contig, 23 (~100 Kb) was found in scaffold 3 (3.3Mb), but this

scaffold is too large to belong to the CD chromosome, and was later identified by a whole

genome optical map to correspond to a different chromosome, chromosome number 3.

Contig 12 (~100 Kb), which, based on ribo-probe and fiber-FISH analysis should be the

telomeric contig (telomeric to contig 9, and scaffold 28) had no significant hits in the

genome. The latter case is not surprising because the recently-completed optical map of

N. haematococca indicates that the genome is 58Mb, but only 49Mb are contained in the

genomic sequence (Dr. Zhou and Dr. Swchartz's, personal communication). The optical

map also identified a total of 17 chromosomes, and confirmed that scaffolds 21 and 36

are part of the PDA1-CD chromosome which based on it size was numbered 14. In

addition, the whole genome optical map led to the identification of two additional

scaffolds 52 and 55 (172 and 145 Kb respectively) which are part of the PDA1-CD

chromosome.

3.3. Synteny studies and shared genes

The 67 pair end-sequences from the cosmid clones covering the MAK1-CD

chromosome were used to align the MAK1-CD chromosome to the sequence of scaffolds

from the PDA1-CD chromosome. The same parameters described for anchoring of the

clones of the map of the PDA1-CD chromosome were applied, except that sequence
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Figure 1. Anchoring of the map of the PDA1-CD chromosome to the scaffolds of the
genome of N. haematococca.

Boxes represent clones. Clones used for ribo-probe and fiber-FISH experiments are
marked with an “*”. Clones containing repetitive DNA are marked with an “R”. Clones
are aligned to the genomic scaffolds.  Scaffold 36 is shown at the top, and scaffold 21 at
the bottom. Scaffolds display putative ORFs (gene catalog), and base pair position. The
dotted box indicates the location of the PEP cluster in scaffold 36. The arrows point at
clones used for Southern hybridizations.
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identities of  >89% were used for identifying shared regions from the two CD

chormosomes. The analyses suggest that 463 Kb in scaffold 21 are shared between both

CD chromosomes (Figure 2, and supplemental Figure 4). This includes two main regions,

287Kb (Figure 2, regions colored gray, blue and yellow) and 176Kb (Figure 2, region

colored green, and dotted lines), with sequence similarities of ≥97% and ≥90%,

respectively.

Many of the ORFs located in the 463Kb region have significant protein models

(average 79%), hits (average 63%), and amino acid identities (average 36%).

Interestingly, many of the ORF’s on the shared regions of these chromosomes had

similarity to genes previously shown to be involved on bacterial niche colonization and

located on bacterial pathogenicity islands (Table 1). Since the CD chromosomes

contribute to habitat diversity in N. haematococca (Covert 1998, Rodriguez-Carres et al

manuscript in prep. appendix B, and White and VanEtten personal communication), it is

possible that genes that confer extended survival in the soil and/or increased “general”

competitive advantage in the rhizosphere might be found in this shared 463Kb region.

Furthermore, EST data obtained during pisatin treatment (Table 1) suggest that many of

the genes expressed could be involved in stress response.

At the time the synteny studies were being done, it was not known that scaffolds

52 and 55 were part of the PDA1-CD chromosome.  However, no sequence similarities,

with the exception of repetitive sequences, from MAK1-CD chromosome were found in

these scaffolds and thus these scaffolds do not extend the region of similarity between the

two chromosomes.  In addition, no significant hits from any of the clones in either of the
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Figure 2. Synteny between the MAK1 and the PDA1-CD chromosomes.

Conserved sequences are shown as white blocks in each of the chromosomes. Conserved
syntenic regions are color-coded. Genes present in each of the chromosomes are shown
with vertical bars. Previously identified breakage points in the MAK1-CD chromosome
are shown by “X”.
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Table1. Predicted ORF and genes located on the shared region between the PDA1and MAK1 CD chromosomes
Predicted AA Mod H ID CLOSEST NCBI HIT OBSERVATIONS

Vacuolar H+/Ca2+
exchanger, Candida

albicans

441 84 92 53 Gibberella zeae
 75%Id, 87%Pos, E= 5e-125

Transmembrane calcium/proton
exchanger

Nuclear protein, Xenopus
tropicalis

224 36 11 24 Drosophila simulans 26%Id,
53%Pos, E= 0.56

Nuclear protein

Chitinase precursor,
Aphanocladium album

430 97 98 62 Stachybotrys elegans 59%Id,
76%Pos, E= 3e-145

Candidate chitinase (Bernard
Henrissat) Glycoside hydrolase

Oxosteroid
dehydrogenase,

Comamonas testosteroni

559 93 96 21 Aspergillus fumigatus
33%Id, 50%Pos, E= 4e-67

steroid catabolism

N amino acid transport,
Neurospora crassa

302 96 62 22 G. zeae
51%Id, 72%Pos, E= 6e-72

Role in colonization by bacteria
(Brandls and Lidow 1998, Vavaro

and Martella 1993)
Ferric reductase,

Saccharomyces cerevisiae
557 37 28 28 A. fumigatus

28%Id, 46%Pos, E= 1e-36
Involved in tomato root colonization

by Pseudomonas. Located on
pathogenicity islands (Phaham et al

2003, de Majnik et al. 1998)
Partial protein simillar to
Histone 3, S.cerevisiae

112 93 90 50 Neurospora crassa
68%Id, 78%Pos, E= 7e-32

Histone 3 core (Carolyn Napoli),
nucleosome assembly

Tryptophanase
Thermoanaerobacter

tengcogensis

463 96 97 51 Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron

56%Id, 75%Pos, E= 3e-153

Role in biofilms adherance in
bacteria, Located on pathogenicity

islands (Shen et al 2005)
Calpain 11, Homo sapiens 436 47 51 17 G. zeae

65%Id, 81%Pos, E= 1e-102
Ca dependent Cysteine

proteases/extracellular proteins
degradation?

Helicase, S. cereviceae 619 86 37 45 G. zeae
82%Id, 90%Pos, E= 0.0

helicase

Histone acetyltransferase,
Yarrowia lipolytica

347 99 74 58 Magnoporthe grisea 74%Id,
88%Pos, E= 7e-159

Hitone acetyltransferase (Carolyn
Napoli)

Silent mating type
represion, S. pombe

48 100 14 43 N. crassa
54%Id, 79%Pos, E= 3e-11

Represion of silent mating type in
yeast (Herskowitz 1989)

Chitinase 1 precursor,
Aphanocladium album

458 84 91 61 Aphanocladium album
61%Id, 75%Pos, E= 8e-137

Chitinase glycoside hydrolase family
18 (Bernard Henrissat)

PK/AA phosphorilation,
Arabidopsis thaliana

836 11 28 24 Coccidiodes immitis 55%Id,
70%Pos, E=0.0

Tyrosine protein kinase

Blue font indicates there was an EST from conidiating culture that matched this gene, red font indicates there was an EST
from pisatin treament and conidiation cultures that matched this gene. Genes and ORFs, displays the more descriptive hit and
the organisms; AA, shows the number of predicted amino acids; M, Model shows how the protein fits the described model; H,
Hiy shows the percentage of the hit described; ID, displays the percentage of amino acids that are identical between the
predicted AA; NCBI closes hit, displays the results of blasting the protein AA in ncbi; Observation, display the putative
roles and previous function identified for similar proteins, gives the references, and if a particular genes is annotated, the name
of the annotator is in parenthesis.
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chromosomal maps, with the exception of transposable and repetitive elements, were

found to be present on other chromosomes of the sequenced genome of N. haematococca.

These results strongly suggest that a region of at least 1 Mb is unique to each of the

chromosomes, and confirms that the already known host specificity genes are located

within this unique DNA region of each of the chromosomes.

Two genes previously shown to be on the MAK1-CD chromosome, the PDA6 (for

detoxification of the pea phytoalexin pisatin, Miao et al 1991) and the MAK1 gene (for

detoxification of the chickpea phytoalexin maackiain (Miao and VanEtten 1992, Covert

et al 1996) are located within the unique DNA of the MAK1-CD chromosome (Figure 2).

Similarly, the PEP cluster (which includes the PDA1 gene) is located within the unique

DNA of the PDA1-CD chromosome (Figure 2).

Southern blots of PFGE gels, in which the karyotypes of 7 field isolates had been

resolved, were hybridized with probes from the first and last clones of scaffold 21. This

experiment showed that parts of this scaffold are present on several other smaller

chromosomes and putative dispensable parts of the genome in these field isolates (PFGE

hybridization shown in supplemental Figure 5). This indicates that part of the 463 Kb

region that is conserved between both CD chromosomes might also be present in other

smaller chromosomes in some field isolates of N. haematococca. Hence, it may be that

small supernumerary chromosomes in this fungus originated through similar mechanisms

and shared a common ancestor.

Previously four breakage points in the MAK1-CD chromosome were identified in

crosses in which both parents possessed a MAK1-CD chromosome (Miao et al 1991,
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Enkerli et al 2000). This study showed that the same sites on the physical map of the

MAK1-CD chromosome where three of these four breakage points occurred are the same

sites were recombination of the sequences between PDA-CD chromosomes occur. Two

of the breakage points are located near the beginning of the regions colored gray and

yellow (Figure 2, marked with an X) and the other breakage point is located at the end of

the region colored green (Figure 2, also marked with an X).  These regions of highly

conserved synteny are flanked by small duplications (Figure 2 and supplemental Figure

4, dotted lines). Only two syntenic regions (Figure 2, colored gray and blue) are in

reverse orientation on the MAK1-CD chromosome relative to the centromere and

telomere. These inversions are also flanked by the small duplications (Figure 2, dotted

lines) which are features described to occurs as the result of uneven recombination or

segmented recombination (Schaecherer et al 2005, Griffiths et al 1999). Thus, the

previously identified breakage points could be potential recombination sites on CD

chromosomes.

3.4. Identification of putative HUT genes and other genes unique to the PDA1-CD

chromosome

Previous studies identified the presence of a HUT gene(s) on the PDA1-CD

chromosome and demonstrated that isolates with the MAK1-CD chromosome but lacking

the PDA1-CD chromosome are not able to use homoserine (Rodriguez-Carres et al,

manuscript in prep., appendix C). Thus the region that is shared between the two CD

chromosomes would not be expected to contain the HUT gene.  Instead, the HUT gene

would be expected to be in the 1Mb of DNA of the PDA1-CD chromosome that is unique
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to this chromosome. To further guide the studies on the search for the HUT gene, isolate

Tr78.2 and genetic bulk-segregation analysis approach were used.  Based on PFGE

karyotype, isolate Tr78. appears to have lost the PDA1-CD chromosome during

transformation (Wasmann and VanEtten 1996). However, it still grew on homoserine

(Rodriguez-Carres et al, manuscript in prep. appendix B). Since this isolate also did not

have the PEP cluster (Temporini and VanEtten, unpublished results), it was proposed that

part of the PDA1-CD chromosome was lost. However, the portion containing the HUT

gene(s) was translocated to another chromosome (Rodriguez-Carres et al., manuscript in

prep. appendix B).   Isolate Tr78.2 was crossed to an isolate (77-15-7) that does not

contain the PDA1-CD chromosome. The genetic segregation ratio of 104 progeny

(43HUT+: 61 HUT-, p>0.05 for 1:1 ratio) suggests that only one HUT gene from the

PDA1-CD chromosome is segregating in this cross. To locate this region, DNA was

isolated from the HUT+ and the HUT- progeny and pooled according to their phenotype.

Southern blots containing the DNA from the parental strains, Tr78.2 and 77-15-7, and the

pooled progeny, according to their phenotype HUT+ and HUT-, were probed with DNA

from the clones clones (Figure 3, a and b shows Southern blots, and clones used as probes

are marked by black arrows in scaffolds 21 and 36, Figure 1) representing the main

scaffolds from the PDA1-CD chromosome. Hybridization patterns revealed that at least

800Kb from the PDA1-CD chromosome was present in isolate Tr78.2 and also in the

HUT+ progeny. Furthermore, all probes used from these clones hybridized to 77-13-4, an

isolate that contains the chromosome, and none of the probes hybridized to DNA from

isolates, HT1 and HT3, that are isogenic to 77-13-4 except for the lack of the PDA1- CD
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Figure 3.a. and 3.b. Southern hybridization results showing the presence of clones from
scaffold 21 and 36 in isolate Tr 78.2.

Lane 1, isolate 77-15-7, does not contain a CD chromosome and was used as the female
parent for crosses with Tr78.2. Lane 2, isolate 77-13-4, contains the PDA1-CD
chromosome. Lane 3, benomyl treated isolate that lost the PDA1-CD chromosome. Lane
4, transformant that contains the PDA1-CD chromosome, but has HygR gene instead of
the PDA1 gene. Lane 5, transformant Tr78.2, contains a translocated region of the PDA1-
CD chromosome, use as the male for the crosses. Progeny is not shown, however Hut+

progeny showed same hybridization pattern as the parent Tr78.2.
a. Probe with clone 3B04, terminal clone in scaffold 21.
b. Probe with clone 8A10, clone adjecent to the PEP cluster in scaffold 36.
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chromosome (Rodriguez-Carres et al, manuscript in prep., appendix B). Thus, these

experiments indicated that scaffold 21 is present in isolate Tr78.2 and its HUT+ progeny.

Since the synteny study revealed that only 185Kb of scaffold 21 is unique to the PDA1-

CD chromosome, the HUT gene(s) could be located within this 185Kb region. Clones

from this regions of scaffold 36 hybridized to Tr78.2 and the HUT+ progeny. The PEP

cluster is located in scaffold 36 but since Tr78.2 does not contain the PEP cluster or any

DNA on the telomeric side of scaffold 36 (Temporini and VanEtten, umpublished

results), only ~180Kb of scaffold 36 could contain the HUT gene (Figure 1). These two

regions add up to 365 Kb, that were subsequently analyzed for ORFs that might confer

the HUT+ phenotype (Table 2). The biochemical basis of the Hut phenotype is not known

but two logical possibilities are that the HUT gene(s) could be an enzyme involved in the

catabolism of this compound or an amino acid transporter controlling the uptake of

homoserine.  All N. haematococca isolates can use many of the known intermediates

involved in the metabolic pathways of homoserine (Rodriguez-Carres data not shown).

Therefore, a gene that encodes for an amino acid reductase or dehydrogenase that could

convert homoserine into an intermediate (Calvo and Fink 1971) that subsequently would

be used as growth substrate by the fungus could be the HUT gene.  Therefore

dehydrogenases, and reductases with a broad range of substrate specificity were selected

as putative HUT genes: for example ones that could convert homoserine into aspartate or

lysine which could then readily be used as C and N source by the fungus (marked with an

* in Table 2). In addition, ORFs encoding for amino acid transporters were also identified

as putative HUT genes (marked with **, Table 2).
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Table 2. Predicted ORF's and genes located on the unique region of the PDA1-CD chromosome
Predicted AA Mod Hit ID CLOSEST

NCBI HIT

OBSERVATIONS

Cytochrome P450, Blatella
germanica

133 77 18 30 Apergillus oryzae
55%Id, 72%Pos, E = 1e-28

Detoxification

Trasncriptional regulation of
lysine biosynthesis, C. albicans

133 30 6 47 Aspergillus fumigatus
34%Id, %54Pos. E= 4e-11

Regulation of lysine biosynthesis

Acetamidase,
Schizossacharomyces pombe

556 96 98 37 Gibberella zeae
54%Id, 73%Pos, E= 4e-176

Acetamide as sole C and N source in
Aspergillus (Hynes 1970)

Copper-contaning amine
oxidase, C. albicans

681 99 98 42 A. oryzae
72%Id, 84%Pos, E= 0.0

Mycorrhizae and rhizobacteria earlier
stages of interactaction (Brewin et al

2004)
Transcriptional Factor,

hypothetical orf C. albicans
695 15 9 34 A. fumigatus

24%Id, 38%Pos, E=1e-16
Zn finger nucleotide binding protein

Salicylaldehyde dehydrogenase,
Pseudomonas sp

488 88 95 36 A. oryzae 57%Id, 75%Pos,
E= 5e-150

naphtalene/ aromatic carbons degradation
by Pseudomonas sp.in rhizposphere

(Whitman et al 1998, Kuiper et al 2000)
Chlorohydroxyquinol-

dioxygenase, C. albicans
328 92 91 52 Aspergillus nidulans

63%Id, 78%Pos, e= 1e-107
Catechol, aromatic compounds

metabolism, and detoxification by
bacteria (Lynn and Chan 1990)

Vanillyl-alcohol oxidase,
Penicillum simplicissimum

565 93 96 33 Coccidioides immitis
39%Id, 57%Pos, E=1e-109

Carbon source for bacteria Agrobacterium
sp. (Brenic et al. 2004)

*Short-chain dehydrogenase/
reductase, Picea abies

258 96 92 34 A. nidulans 63%Id,70%Pos,
E= 9e-55

Putative HUTgenes - a reductase with
broad range of substrate

Salicylate hydroxylase
Pseudomonas putida

460 77 84 29 G. zeae
45%Id, 64%Pos, E= 7e-97

Aromatic compounds metabolisms (Lynn
and Chan 1990)

**Proline permease, C. albicans 497 94 89 34 Magnoporthe grisea
55%Id, 68%Pos, E= 5e-149

Putative HUTgene - an amino acid
transporter

**Methyl tryptophan transporter,
Schizosaccharomyces pombe

765 52 83 24 A. oryzae
57%Id, 73%Pos, E= 3e-148

Putative transporter of aromatic
compounds

*Bacilysin biosynthesis
oxidoreductase, Bacillus subtilis

219 83 77 33 Caebirgabdutus elegans
32%Id, 47%Pos, e= 3e-11

Putative HUTgene - a
dehydrogenase/reductase

Transporter of nicotini Acid, C.
albicans

440 55 47 29 A. oryzae
69%Id, 83%Pos, E=4e-144

Putative acyl-homoserine lactone
transporter

Carboxypeptidase precursor, S.
pombe

564 91 84 36 G. zeae
 52%Id, 67%Pos, E=1e-161

Putative acyl-homoserine degradation
(Huan et al. 2003, Kim et al 2005,
Leadbetter and Greenberg 2000)

**Methyl amino acid transporter
of unkown specificity, S. pombe

494 98 84 36 G. zeae
53%Id, 72%Pos, E=3e-124

Putative HUTgene - an amino acid
transporter

Cocaine sterase, Rhodococcus
sp.

873 62 92 32 Solibacter usitatus
43%Id, 57%Pos, E= 1e-126

PeptidaseS15, proteolysis and
peptidolysis

*Homoserine dehydrogenase, S.
cerevisiae

370 95 97 52 A. oryzae
69%Id, 83%Pos, E=4e-144

Putative HUTgene

Cupin family protein, A. thaliana 846 65 23 8 M. grisea
60%Id, 71%Pos, E= 0.0

Disecation (Dunwell et al. 2000)

Green font indicates EST from pisatin treated mycelia matches the gene. Genes and ORFs, displays the more descriptive hit and the
organisms; AA, shows the number of predicted amino acids; Mod, shows how the protein fits the described model; Hit, shows the
percentage of the hit described; ID, displays the percentage of amino acids that are identical between the predicted AA; NCBI closes hit,
displays the results of blasting the protein AA in ncbi; Observation, display the putative roles and previous function identified for
similar proteins, gives the references, and if a particular gene is annotated, the name of the annotator is in parenthesis. Putative HUT
genes that might play a role in homoserine catabolism are marked with an * . In addition, ORFs encoding for amino acid transporters
were also identified as putative HUT genes and are marked with **.
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 The two additional scaffolds, 52 and 55, identified by the optical map (Dr. Zhou and Dr.

Swchartz's, personal communication) were also scanned for genes that might confer the

Hut+ phenotype, nevertheless it is still unknown whether these two scaffolds are present

in Tr78.2. Furthermore predicted ORF’s found in these two scaffold (52 and 55) do not

seem to be likely candidates for HUT gene(s).

4. Discussion

Construction of a map for the PDA1-CD chromosome, comparing its synteny to

the MAK1-CD chromosome, and the identification of the portion of the PDA1-CD

chromosome in Tr78.2 has identified a 365Kb region that likely contains the HUT gene

(Figure 2, supplemental Figure 4).  From the DNA sequence of this region, there are

several candidates for the HUT gene (Table 2). The most likely gene in this region would

appear to be the homoserine dehydrogenase (Table 2).   Gene specific disruptions of the

putative HUT genes are necessary to assess their involvement in the Hut phenotype.

 Identifying HUT would then allow a critical test of its role during rhizosphere

colonization and infection of pea by N. haematococca.  Interestingly, many of the other

ORFs found within the unique region of the PDA1-CD chromosome were also putatively

identified to genes that might play a role in niche colonization (Table 2).  For example,

putative genes involved in degradation and transport of phenolic compounds, toxin

degradation, tolerance to dehydration, and metabolism of bacterial quorum-sensing

molecules acyl-homoserine-lactone (Table 2 and references within). Interestingly, the

degradation of phenolic compounds could be indirectly involve in homoserine utilization,
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since it was recently shown that phenolic compounds inhibit homoserine dehydrogenase

in yeast (Ejim et al 2004).

The comparison of the synteny between two CD chromosomes in N.

haematococca has given us additional information on these types of chromosomes in this

fungus. The observation that the shared regions of DNA near the centromeric regions

suggests that there is a common ancestral origin for both of these CD chromosomes (Kojl

et al 2005, Akhunov et al 2003). The inverted regions of synteny flanked by small

duplications (Figure 2) are features previously shown to be evidence of recombination

through chromosomal segmentation in yeast (Schaecherer et al 2005). Furthermore,

because the lack of sequence similarity occurs towards the telomeric portions of the arms

from both chromosomes, I hypothesize that this is likely the result of translocations,

recombinations, and/or rearrangement events with other chromosomes (Kojl et al 2005,

Akhunov et al 2003). For example, centromeric translocations have been shown to be

“hot spots” for translocations of B chromosomes in animals and plants (Henriques-Gil et

al 1983, Cabrero et al 1987, Roman 1947, Jin et al 2005).  Evidence for this scenario is

provided by the confirmation of three breakage points previously identified by Enkerli et

al (2000). Two of these three breakage points are near the centromere (Figure 3, regions

colored gray and yellow), and all three points were observed at the beginning of the end

of syntenic bocks of DNA (Figure 3, regions colored gray, yellow and green).

Consequently, we propose that these three breakage points are likely to be recombination

points between both CD chromosomes.
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The analyses of the DNA sequence present in the PDA1-CD chromosome

revealed that, except for some transposable elements and repetitive DNA, the majority of

the DNA located on this CD chromosome seems to be unique when compared to the rest

of the genome. However, Southern hybridizations of PFGE gels showed that the region

shared by both CD chromosome may also be present in other small supernumerary

chromosomes of polymorphic N. haematococca field isolates (supplemental Figure 5).

One interpretation of these properties is that part of these CD chromosomes in this fungus

originated from centromeric translocations of an A or B chromosome from a hybrid

species. The original chromosome could have been introduced into N. haematococca as

the result of sexual recombination, the parasexual cycle,  plasmogamy or another

unknown mechanism similar to those in bacterial of horizontal transfer of plasmids.

The unexpected observation that the non-shared region of MAK1-CD

chromosome is not present in the sequenced isolate of N. haematococca suggests that the

theoretical hybrid species may have had several different extra chromosomes that could

serve as the source of the unique DNA that occurs in MAK1-CD chromosome.  Thus the

current composition of these CD chromosomes could be a mosaic constructed from

various chromosomes. Evidence for this mosaic structure is provided by codon-frequency

cluster analysis, similar to the study performed on the genes in PEP cluster by Liu et al

(2003). The cluster analyses of the codon-frequency of 20 ORF’s in the PDA1-CD

chromosome and 20 ORFs on the regular chromosomes confirms previous finding by Liu

et al (2003), of differences in the codon bios of the genes in the CD chromosome when

compared to those genes located on the regular set of chromosomes. However, the cluster
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analysis of the 40 ORFs also shows overlapping codon frequency bios between genes

from the CD chromosome and the regular chromosomes (supplemental Figure 6)

indicating a potential mosaic structure found on CD chromosomes. Based on all the

evidence presented above it would be of great interest to determine in the future whether

a number of the chromosomes from the different isolates of N. haematococca that make

up this species are mosaic that different between different isolates.

B chromosomes origin and independent evolution have been the targets of study

for almost a century. Most of the experiments on the effects, cytology, inheritance and

evolution of B chromosomes have been done in animals and plants, leading to their

identification in more than 1500 plants and 500 animal species (Camacho et al 2000,

Palestis et al 2004).  Based on studies on plants and animals, the consensus is that B

chromosomes evolved from translocation, non-disjunction or/and fusion events of A

chromosomes (Green 1990, Camacho et al 2000) either from the hosts species (Keyl and

Hagel, Jamilena et al 1994 and 1995), or from a ancestor hybrid (Sapre and Deshpande

1987, Schart et al 1995, Sharbel et al 1997). The great majority of B chromosomes have

been described as parasitic, detrimental, and containing non-coding or non-expressed

DNA (Jones and Rees 1982, Camacho et al 2000, Palestis et al 2004, Puertas 2002, Jones

and Houben 2003). Although in most species, an increased number of B chromosome

correlate with genome size and detrimental effects, and, interestingly, they are also

associated with the lack of polyploidy in their host genomes (Palestis et al 2004, Trivers

et al 2004, Puertas et al 2002, Jones and Houben 2003, Vinogradov 2001). A logical

consequence of the equilibrium of a “parasitic” B chromosome in its host would be its
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conversion into a “neutral” B chromosome by its stabilization into the genome (Camacho

et al 2000). Two mechanisms leading to “neutral” B chromosomes have been proposed:

translocation into an A chromosome, and/or reduction of B’s copy number (Camacho et

al 2000, Bakkali et al 2003, Nokkala and Nokkala 2004). Experimental evidence for

integration of a B chromosome into an A chromosome comes from genetic studies in

corn and grasshoppers, where B chromosomes readily translocated into A chromosomes

(Roman 1947, Jin et al 2005, Henriques-Gil et al 1983, Cabrero et al 1987). Examples of

the second mechanism, reduction of B’s copy number, have emerged recently in wasp

(Araujo et al 2001). Furthermore, in flies and grasshoppers, results suggest that sex

chromosomes are probably B chromosomes that were stabilized by reduction of their

copy numbers because sex and B chromosomes both behave unbivalently during meiosis,

share chromatin organization features, and repetitive elements (Lopez-leon et al 1994,

Sharbet et al 1998, Green et al 1993, Viera et al 2004).

 There is only one proposed hypothesis that could account for increased numbers

of B chromosomes that are not at equilibrium within a population and that are not

detrimental to their hosts, which is the case in the fungus N. haematococca. Camacho et

al. (2000) proposed this could happen if these B chromosomes confer an advantage under

certain environmental conditions. In fungi the accumulation of B chromosomes has not

been shown to be detrimental. In further support of this hypothesis, in fungi, many B

chromosomes are called CD chromosomes because they have been shown to be required

for habitat specification, similar to niche-specification plasmids in bacteria.  Moreover,

the current work identified putative genes, some for which we have EST and phenotypic
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data (Table 1 and 2), that are similar to those of bacterial niche colonization. This could

explain the extensive polymorphic and beneficial nature of CD chromosomes in N.

haematococca.  Therefore, CD chromosomes in fungi are quite different than B

chromosomes in plants and animals, which usually are described as parasitic and

composed of non-coding DNA.  Chromosome-targeted translocation, and gene-targeted

deletions are necessary to determine which genes in the CD chromosomes confer habitat

specification. In addition, sequencing and/or construction of CD chromosomal maps of

the field parent isolates from which the MAK1 and the PDA1-CD chromosomes were

inherited could lead to discovering whether crosses of polymorphic field isolates lead to

recombination of CD chromosomes.

In summary, N. haematococca CD chromosomes seem to behave differently and

to have unique features in comparison to other characterized B chromosomes in animals

and plants. Thus, the study of CD chromosomes could provide new insights into the

evolution of B chromosomes in higher eukaryotes since fungi are more closely related to

animals than to plants. The understanding of CD chromosomes in fungi could lead to the

discovery of evolutionary mechanisms that resulted in the fungal successful colonization

of a wide range of habitats that we observed in nature today.
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Supplemental
Figure 4. Anchoring of the map of the MAK1-CD chromosome to scaffold 21 from the
PDA1-CD chromosome of N. haematococca.

The MAK1-CD chromosome and its respective clones are shown at the top, while
scaffold 21 and the PDA1-CD chromosome are shown at the bottom. Single lines in gray,
yellow, green and pink indicate that all the end-sequences from the color-coded clones in
that region match the sequence in scaffold 21. Dotted lines indicate duplication of a
region in scaffold 21.
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Supplemental
Figure 5a, b, and c. Electrophoretic karyotypes and hybridizations of N. haematococca
field isolates.

Lane 1 Isolate 77-13-4, contains the PDA1-CD chromosome. Lanes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
contain different field isolates pathogenic on pea. Lane 9 Sacharomyces cereviceae
chromosomes for size markers.
a.  PFGE Electrophoretic karyotypes, chromosomal bands and marker sizes.
b. PDA-CD chromosomes hybridizing to the PDA1 gene
c.  Chromosomes hybridizing to the 3B04 clone which is located at the end of scaffold 21
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a. b. c.
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Supplemental
Figure 6. Cluster analyses of the codon bios.

 Clustering of the codon frequency of 20 ORFs in the PDA1-CD chromosome (shown in
pink and labeled CD), and 20 ORFs found on the regular chromosomes (shown in black
and labeled ND).
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